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MODERN MECHANIZATION OF AGRICULTURE

Specialization
of the company

soil
tillage

fodder
preparation

one-step
rape harvesting

other
products

Agricultural machinery and even more
- seedbed cultivators
- stubble cultivators
- disc harrows
- tillage aggregates without
ploughing the soil
- subsoilers

Rolmako product catalogue presents a comprehensive
package of agricultural solutions. In this publication you
will find information about our new products and
proven agricultural machinery, that has been produced
for many years.

- stationary bale wrappers
- self-loading bale wrappers
- grain crushers
- strewer for piles and mounds

- rapeseed harvesting extensions
- header trailers

- snow ploughs
- agricultural machinery parts
- services within owned
machinery

On the basis of information from the catalogue, you will find that Rolmako is a reliable
partner in modern agriculture.
Continuous improvement and development and also efficient production processes result
in the continued expansion of agricultural machines offer. Part of the products are
machines made on order, to optimize them to the requirements of our customers.

We invite you to follow us on social media

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

www.facebook.com/rolmako

www.linkedin.com/company/rolmako

www.youtube.com/rolmako

www.rolmako.tumblr.com

www.google.com/+rolmako

www.flickr.com/rolmako

www.instagram.com/rolmako

www.twitter.com/rolmako

more at www.rolmako.com

About us
Rolmako is a dynamically growing farm machinery and spare
parts manufacturer. The company also renders complex services
concerning metal plates treatment and fulfils individual orders
for atypical parts, also of foreign production. The company's
strategy, many years of experience and highly qualified specialists
allow to extend offers flexibly according to the changing market
demand. The priority goal of the company is manufacturing high
quality products at the price adjusted to Polish agricultural reality.
The overriding objective of the entire enterprise is to produce high
quality products at a price suited to the realities of Polish
agriculture and to ensure customers satisfaction with their
purchase.
Competence
Thanks to our long lasting experience in manufacturing for
the agricultural branch we have become a competent company.
It enables us to create products of high-quality and assure
our customers efficient service meeting their requirements.
Our products are adjusted to Polish reality. Through excellent
organization we created a very effective and efficient company,
successful in the agricultural market, and enjoying customer's
recognition.

Machinery and parts
for agriculture

Quality
We provide the high quality of our products by monitoring
of the implementation of individual elements in the production
process. This ensures that our machines are characterized
by a trouble-free, efficient and safe operation, which besides low prices is their undeniable advantage. All have
safety signs.
We attach great importance to the aesthetics and durability
of manufactured machinery and spare parts. The metal parts
of machinery are handled shot blasting and powder coating.
Knowing and understanding the needs of our clients makes
our products characterized by high functionality, which results
in buyers' satisfaction of purchased machines and
agricultural parts.
Service
The equipment purchased from Rolmako is full service
warranted. We are happy to provide you with quick and nice
service, technical consultancy in the area of repairs and
exploitation of farm machines. Our services are oriented
towards the customers' expectations; it is an expression
of our philosophy based on customer satisfaction with
Rolmako equipment.
Customers service
Our company tries to provide its customers the maximum
comfort during purchasing. With our knowledge of agriculture
branch customer's needs, we offer individual approach
in case of each order.
We guarantee:
- service efficiency
- after sale guarantee
- quick response to customer's problems
- delivery to the specified place.
We offer:
- installment sales
- mail-order sales.
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Development of our existing products, implementation of prototypes
for mass production and further expansion on foreign markets
are our goals for the incoming years

At the beginning of 2015 we have launched new production facility with an area of 5000m2 - venue of the final
assembly of our agricultural machinery. New investment has helped us greatly in increasing
the production capacity and improving the quality of produced agricultural machinery.
About 70% of our production is sold on the foreign
markets to over a dozen countries in the world

The continuous increase in sales in Poland and on the foreign
markets motivates us to further investment

The new production facility
in Psary Małe near Września,
Nekielska 11F street
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Design and construction
Our own design facility allows us to actively make changes
and improvements in our products. Modern engineering tools
in CAD designing enable us to eliminate many of the problems
that could arise during the machine operation even at the
project stage.
The crew working in the facility are young people with one goal:
to build reliable agricultural constructions that will differentiate
Rolmako in terms of the quality of work of manufactured
agricultural machinery.
Internal design office grants us great flexibility
and responsiveness in adapting agricultural
machinery for a specific customer needs.

Professionally,
according to
individual needs

We offer our support
and implementation
of new technical solutions
for our clients

more at www.rolmako.com

Designing of agricultural
machinery is our passion,
thats why we are
continously taking up
new challenges

We offer you the opportunity to design an agricultural machine
according to your guidelines and objectives and the ability
to customize machines Rolmako to your needs.
Coordinated crew would be happy to share their own
experiences and use them for executing new orders for our
customers. At each stage of the project we enable the active
presence of our customers.
We offer professional consulting in choosing the right design
and selecting the optimal solution.
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Products adjusted to the needs of the farmer
Our goal is to provide Customers with products and services of the highest quality
that will help them to achieve the maximum recoupment of capital investment.

Practical experience has allowed us to develop agricultural machinery suitable for use in all
conditions, a comprehensive list of available optional equipment allows the machine to fit
the needs of each farmer.

Solid structure

The products were designed to work in the toughest conditions, day after day,
year after year. Machines meet high durability requirements, guarantee high
reliability and safety.

Farmer-friendly solutions

Before sale agricultural machines are subjected to numerous tests.
The combination of workers' knowledge and satisfied customer orientation forms
the basis of solutions for practical applications.

CE Certificate

All the manufactured machines are CE certified issued by the Industrial Institute
of Agricultural Engineering in Poznan.

Improvements implementation

Company staff each day works on the optimal development of all products,
making changes is inspired by our clients,
as well as the result of the company's machines practical testing in the field.

Varnish coating

Electrostatic painting with powder paint is a modern method, adapted
to the global requirements.
This technology allows to obtain a smooth surface with no streaks with high
resistance to mechanical damage and weathering.

Larger production capacity

From the beginning, the company recorded a continuous growth and increase
of production. Currently in production plant in Psary Małe near Września more
than 150 production workers are employed.

Working elements from
reputable manufacturers
Trust the blue
agricultural machines

Spare parts
World famous tillage
systems consisting
of commercially
available working
components are
used in the Rolmako
machines.

Our partners

OFAS Italy
Worldwide recognized and respected manufacturer of
working elements for the agricultural machinery. The use of
high quality steel with unusual hardness and abrasion
resistance obtained by heat treatment of working elements
in the Rolmako agricultural machines, allows you to reduce
the cost of soil cultivation on the farm.

Scharmüller Austria
We advise Scharmüller hitching mechanism in the heavy
machines of Rolmako, designed for many thousands of
hard working hours. Resistant and durable, it allows to use
the possibilities of coupled machines in an optimal way.
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Schumacher Germany
The manufacturer of the planetary gear, which is responsible
for the drive transmission on the level of the horizontal cutting
knife in all modern combine harvesters. This solution is used
successfully for many years in the rapeseed harvesting
extensions. The use of original subassembly
allows to mow the rape with achieving the maximum rape
harvest per hectare.

FLT Krasnik Poland
Movable working units in the Rolmako machines as a
standard are mounted on the hubs with tapered roller
bearings that can move any combination of radial and axial
loads, ensuring the longest life.

In accordance with expectations of customers, our company
manufactures maintenance-free hubs, which bearings are
maintenance free. In the Rolmako machines can be found
Polish FLT Krasnik, American TIMKEN and Slovak ZVL
bearings.
In the heavy machines branded wheels are used suitable for
agricultural harsh working conditions.

Vertical side knife ZIEGLER (formerly known under the
brand named MORTL) as an option are used for production
of rapeseed harvesting extensions.

Supplier of advanced laser machines for metal processing,
using this technology allows to obtain a very precise and
smooth line of cutting.
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- Good value for money
An excellent price/quality correlation makes our products one of the bestselling products on both Polish
and foreign agricultural markets. We realize that the highest quality of our products is the foundation
of a productive partnership. We concentrate our efforts on complex, professional customer service.
Each product is individually suited to match your needs and deliver the maximum financial and productive
satisfaction.

- Individual customer approach
The highest qualifications allow us to adopt a personal approach
to the Client and adapt to his specified requirements. We ensure
our present and future Clients the highest quality and constant
improvement of provided services. We offer the most expedient
and comprehensive agricultural solutions on the market.
The fundamental step in fully satisfying our Customer is detailed
consulting and identification of his particular needs. We are doing
everything in our power so that farmers using our products are fully
satisfied. The key to finding the most feasible solution
is the identification of individual clients' needs.

- Years of experience
in agricultural branch
Our vast agricultural experience has lead to the creation of our company's wide range
of products and services. Rolmako continues to introduce a brand new selection
of agricultural machines and spare parts. The experience gained over the years
of catering to the agricultural market results in the constant improvement of production
processes, allowing to fully satisfy the farmer's needs with Rolmako machines.
We wish to turn our vast experience in the field of agriculture into the success of your
company.

more on www.rolmako.com

Machines on the tractor front three-point linkage - concept: cultivation machine instead of front weight kit

Campbell roller
700 mm solo

Crosskill roller
+hydraulic front drag

Cambridge roller
+hydraulic front drag

Campbell roller 560 mm
+cultivator
(3 rows of S-tine)

Cambridge roller
+mechanical front drag

Twin Disc roller
+hydraulic front drag

Machines on the front tractor three-point linkage are the perfect solution for the rising
cultivation costs through performing additional work within a single tractor passage

Twin Disc roller
+cultivator
(2 rows of S-tine)

Crosskill roller
+cultivator
(3 rows of S-tine)

more at www.rolmako.com

Cambridge, Crosskill, Campbell, Twin Disc ...? What to mount on front tractor three-point linkage?
Rolmako presents the variety of the cultivation rollers designed to operate on the front linkage of the tractor. Single rollers can also be installed on the rear three-point linkage. Versatile frame
design allows you to mount any roller system from our offer. Using the machine in front instead of the front axle weights allows to obtain better cultivation results. The optional addition in form
of cultivator allowes you to get a seedbed tillage machine supporting pre-sowing. The combination of roller and drag creates an ideal tool for arable operations following the plowing. Twin Disc
roller is the most aggressive proposal on the front tractor linkage, ideal for pre-sowing after plowing and crop stubble work as an additional support for stubble cultivators and disc harrows.

Tillage combinations mounted on the front linkage

Cambridge
roller

1. Cambridge roller Ø 530
2. Cambridge roller + drag
3. Cambridge roller + cultivator
(2 rows of S tines)
4. Cambridge roller + cultivator
(3 rows of S tines)

mechanical
drag

Crosskill
roller

1. Crosskill roller Ø 500
2. Crosskill roller + drag
3. Crosskill roller + cultivator
(2 rows of S tines)
4. Crosskill roller + cultivator
(3 rows of S tines)

hydraulic drag
45x10 spring, 100 mm runner

Campbell
roller

Twin Disc
roller

1. TwinDisc (double roller)
2. TwinDisc (double roller) + drag
3. TwinDisc (double roller)
+ Cultivator (2 rows of S tines)
4. TwinDisc (double roller)
+ cultivator (3 rows of S tines)

1. Campbell roller Ø 560/700
2. Campbell roller + drag
3. Campbell roller + cultivator
(2 rows of S tines)
4. Campbell roller + cultivator
(3 rows of S tines)

Hydraulic drag 80x10 mm
spring, 150 mm runner

cultivator
2 rows of S tines

Our machines proposals mounted on front three-point tractor linkage are only a small part of our
capabilities and solutions we can offer. Different combinations could also be manufactured on request.

cultivator
3 rows of S tines
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U 382

The string cogged rear double
roller ensures optimum depth
control, good crushing
and field leveling.

SU tine reinforced
as standard

Lightweight design with a four working areas: string front roller, four rows
of a strong spring tines and an effective double string roller on the back is
the ideal unit for the compacting and leveling tillage along the whole
operating width.

4,5 m
Seedbed cultivator U 382 is designed for a seedbed tillage.
It is used for loosening the topsoil, breaking and crushing
the lumps of the crusted surface of a field and compacting
the ground to improve the water infiltration. The unit is useful
particularly for the crops that require equal field surface.

SU tine (spring 32 mm x 12 mm) fitted in four rows, reinforced
as standard. Spring tooth is finished with a basic coulter of 35
mm width or 100 mm as an option.

more on www.rolmako.com

Excellent cultivation before sowing of sugar beet, vegetables,
rape, cereals, corn and all other plants

Simple design that facilitates
the work of the farmer
and keeps the moisture
in the soil

Unit provides complex processing
of the soil, its task is loosening, leveling,
crushing lumps, compaction of the soil
at the sowing depth as well
as removing weeds
and couch grass runners

Seedbed cultivator U 382 is well adjusting to the field structure, provides excellent fit to the surface
and constant pressure to cultivated ground thus creating perfect conditions for sowing

The classic concept: front roller, four double rows of tines and rear double rollers

A small and compact construction of the machine has a
center of gravity in the optimal place, which allows to use this
model with the tractors of a little traction.
Thanks to its lightweight, these large-operating-width
machines can be hitched to the three-point hitch system
of a tractor.

The arms of the hydraulic folded machine are secured while
transportation by the automatic lock, which is loosened from
the cab.

Oblique front roller with a diameter of 320 mm.

more on www.rolmako.com

Simple design that facilitates the work of the farmer
and keeps the moisture in the soil

Constantly vibrating working elements combined with precise control of the working depth
and the system of terrain copying create ideal conditions for the rapid growth

Lesser power demand results in reduction of cultivation costs per hectare

more at www.rolmako.com
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Seedbed cultivator U 382
Strong frame construction with numerous
stabilisers, solid front and rear rollers, tines with
extra reinforcement as standard - all this makes the
seedbed U382 unrivaled in the group of light tillage
tools. The machine meets all the requirements of
modern agriculture with focus on crop yield and
optimizing all field operations by one pass.
Compacted soil coming from beneath of tractor
wheels is loosened by 4 eradicators (optional), front
roller initiates process of reducting of soil bumps,
four rows of tines perform effective tillage
(recommended 100 mm wide coulter for better
results), the final work is done by double cogged
string bar rollers, pressed to the ground by extra
spring amortization.

more at www.rolmako.com

Pre-sowing soil preparation
is essential to obtain
satisfactory yields

Front string bar roller is used for initial terrain leveling, the
rear rollers push against the soil by a spring-loaded pressure
pads. All rollers are equipped with inner pipe reinforcement,
which significantly contribute to their strength and protects it
from the damage.

U 382
Tractor track eradicators, side leveling screens and 100 mm.
wide coulter are optional equipment for each pre-sowing
machine.
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Rolmako's cultivator is solid and durable, it allows you to prepare better to the pre-sowing crop
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Seedbed U-382 is intended for the supplementary cultivation,
after plowing or subsoiling, in order to prepare the soil for
sowing or planting.

Engineers from Rolmako have made every effort to ensure,
that machine could be aggregated with tractors with power
up to 70HP. The machines are relatively light but at the same
time structurally strong.
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In Rolmako product offer there have been always available machines designed to work with agricultural tractors
with lesser power especially for the farmers who value the durability and quality of agricultural machinery

Seedbed cultivator 3,0 m

Our cultivators with rigid frame are available
in working widths of 3.0m, 3.5m and 4.0m.

4,0 m
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Research and development
Rolmako's engineers are continously working in order to
improve design of already existing machines and adapting
them to the needs of the market. We listen to opinions and
suggestions of users and, if necessary, react by introducing
modernizations and new solutions.
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The hydraulic folded machine is available in a working widths of 4.0m, 4,5m, 5,0m, 5,5m or 6,0m
Specifications
WORKING WIDTH
3,0 m
3,5 m
4,0 m
4,0 m H
4,5 m H
5,0 m H
5,5 m H
6,0 m H

NUMBER
OF TINES
30
35
40
40
45
50
55
60

POWER DEMAND (HP)
80
85
90
90
100
120
140
160

WEIGHT(kg)*
715
790
885
1520
1600
1680
1785
1890

*) weight of the machine with standard equipment.
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Seedbed cultivator - U 659
The Rolmako seedbed cultivator should be used on light and
medium-compact soils. The machine is adjusted to work with
a seeder.
The purpose of the entire set is to perform both pre-sowing
cultivation and sowing in a single pass. The unit is equipped
with a universal latching axle, which makes latching easier
on the lower ties of the tractor. The seedbed cultivator comes
in four working widths: 2.5 m, 2.7 m, 3.0 m, 4.0 m.

tine Unia Grudziadz

straight tine

Cultivation
machine
to work
with a seeder

deflected tine
standard

Technical parameters
Working width (m)

4

Tines location

Two or three beams with spring tines

Number of tines (pcs)

26

21

19

17

Weight* (kg)

1080

870

790

730

80

75

70

Power requirement (hp) 115

3

2,7

2,5

Front roller

diagonal made of flat bars

Back roller

string roller with flat bars, string roller
with cogged bars, Packer cogged roller,
tubular-ring roller, Crosskill roller,
spring roller

Standard equipment

Seeder lift

- two rows of tines (optional three rows)
- as standard is installed a deflected tine standard
or straight (optional tine Unia Grudziadz)
- hitching beam
- front string roller made of flat steel, diagonal (optional front
divided roller)
- back pipe roller 450 mm
- twin-cylinder seeder lift
- screw connector for seeder
- seeder wheel stands.

*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

2 hydro cylinders

Universal hydraulic lift enables
trouble-free connection of
the seedbed cultivator with
any seeder.
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Seedbed cultivator with the hydraulic seeder lift is a solution
for farms, that use tractors of small class of capacity in
tillage-sowing works.
The minimum operating costs are speaking for the choice of
lightweight aggregate.

Optimized weight and dimensions of the aggregate, with full
functionality and durability, allows for the proper use of
tractor's power.

By special order, the cultivator can be produced in any color of a chosen seeder producer.
So the machines that are working together form a harmonious color of tillage-sowing combination.
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Optimal conditions for sowing machine
Seedbed cultivator is designed for preparing pre-sowing soil
after sowing tillage or pre-winter tillage. Operation of
the seedbed consists of loosening and leveling the top layer
of soil, crushing lumps, destruction of weeds and pressing soil
below a depth of sowing in order to better water permeation,
ensuring better plant germination. Using of this machine along
with a seeder is economical and efficient option.

Agricultural rollers
The rollers are responsible for keeping a working depth.
Changing the working depth is comfortable,
regulation of front and back roller takes
place simultaneously. Swing rollers
provide excellent fit to the soil
conditions, guarantee good
soil-preparing effect
while maintaining
the same
working
depth.

Crosskill roller is a good choice
for intensive-crushing requiring
soils.

Working sections
The mounting system of spring tines makes their replacement
very simple. Depending on the version, the S-type tines are
arranged in two or three rows.
In the basic equipment of the machine deflected or straight
tines are mounted, optionally Grudziadz Union tines.
The appropriate spacing in the row of tines ensures even
loosening of the soil and good work effects.
The adjustment range of working elements regulation
enables interaction with any type of a seeder.

Good solution for light and medium soils

Three-point hitch system
The massive tower of three-point hitch system serves as a loadbearing element of the seedbed cultivator, to which frame
section of spring tines and hydraulic coupling is connected.
Tower of three-point hitch system is characterized by excellent
stability and ease of handling.

S-type spring tines can be mounted on the frame of the
machine, on two or three beams. The seedbed in three-row
version is presented in the photo.
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Rolmako seedbed cultivator
in unusual for company colors

Small requirements for tractor's power, high working efficiency,
small size for easy transport of the unit these are the features
of the seedbed cultivator that facilitate the work of the farmer.

The tines of S type are arranged in 2 or 3 rows and optimize
the penetration of plant debris, solids and stones.
Working units are adjusted for light and medium soils and allow
you to work at speeds up to 12km / h.

The design of the aggregate with the coupling to drill, allows you to move the center of gravity very close to the tractor.
The tilling and seedbed combination created by the Rolmako passive unit and the Amazone drill.
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Economically,
compactly,
quickly ...

For the seedbed cultivators, the most popular
choice for our Customers among the rear rollers
is the tubular roller for the light soils, for the
stronger soil it is the string roller with cogged
bars or Packer, for dry lump soil it is well crushing
clods of ground - Crosskill roller.

Thanks to the hydraulic lift for the mounted drill the passive cultivator
can be used to build any tillagesowing combination

The best solution for farmers working on the preparation
of lighter soils for cultivation and sowing itself in one and the same ride
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Compact seedbed cultivator - U 684

For many years Rolmako has been specializing in providing
solutions to the seedbed cultivation, new construction of the
units is the result of experience and development of the
company. In the picture it is introduced the first seedbed
cultivator produced by Rolmako.

The compact seedbed cultivator is a new proposal of the
machine designed for pre-seeding cultivation. Thanks to the
complete equipment it meets all the requirements of the
farmers who wishes to prepare the ground precisely for the
optimal development of the crop.

New aggregates for seedbed cultivation are modern and
cost-effective tools which allow to save money that you need
to prepare the soil before sowing.
Units equipped with a coupler to the seeder form a powerful
seedbed complex.

The mounted version machine
- rigid frame 2,5m, 3,0m, 4,0m
The trailed version machine
- rigid frame 3,0m, 4,0m
- hydraulic folding frame 4,0m, 4,5m, 5,0m, 6,0m
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spring cultivation

four working elements

SU tine

SA tine

autumn cultivation

Perfect field for sowing occurs when after the crop, a fine
particulate, well crumbled soil lingers it the sowing area,
whereas on the surface there is harder solid soil - such
conditions occur after cultivation with the Rolmako compact
cultivator.

Tine SX with reinforced double spring finished with coulter
with cutters of 260mm width, ideal especially for the autumn
soil preparation.

SG tine

SX tine

Universal main frame of the machine
will allow you to easily exchange the
whole segments of working elements

Thanks to the use of the Rolmako compact seedbed cultivator it is possible to combine
all working operations, needed to prepare the perfect seeding base in all conditions, in a single ride
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thetractor's
tractor'stracks
tracks

The
Thesame
samedrawbar
drawbar
for
forall
allmodels
models
of
ofthe
themachine
machine

The
TheRolmako
Rolmakounits
unitsare
arethe
theoptimum
optimumcombination
combination
of
ofperformance,
performance,durability
durabilityand
andcost-effectiveness
cost-effectiveness

The
The3m
3mcultivator
cultivatorof
ofthe
thetrailed
trailedversion
version
with
withfour
fourrows
rowsof
ofthe
theSU
SUtines,
tines,
isisequipped
equippedwith
withthe
thecoupler
couplerfor
foraaseeder
seeder

Versatile
Versatile seedbed
seedbed
and
and stubble
stubble machine
machine

tine
tine SU
SU
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Agricultural
Agricultural equipment
equipment
for
for different
different soil
soil conditions
conditions

The
Theunits
unitsfor
forseedbed
seedbedcultivation
cultivationhave
havea asignificant
significantshare
share
throughout
throughoutthe
thecompany's
company'sproduction.
production.The
TheRolmako
Rolmakotillage
tillage
tools
toolsare
area acomprehensive
comprehensivesolution
solutionfor
forthe
themodern
modernfarms.
farms.

The
Themachine
machinehas
hasa arobust
robustframe
framestructure
structureand
andisisequipped
equipped
with
withthe
themost
mostpowerful
powerfulreinforced
reinforcedtines,
tines,which
whichare
arearranged
arranged
inintwo
twoororfour
fourrows.
rows.This
Thiscombination
combinationofoffront
frontand
andrear
rear
cultivation
cultivationroller,
roller,asaswell
wellasastwo
twoevening
eveningdrags
dragsand
andoptional
optional
coupler
couplerfor
forthe
thedrill,
drill,optimizes
optimizescrop
cropproductivity.
productivity.

Quick
Quickpreparation
preparationof
ofthe
thesoil
soil
before
beforesowing
sowingat
atthe
thelow
lowcosts
costs
of
ofcultivation
cultivation

The
Themachine
machineprepares
prepareseven
evenvery
verylumpy,
lumpy,hard
hardsoil
soiland
andlevels
levelsan
anuneven
uneven
field
fieldsurface,
surface,preparing
preparingthe
theperfect
perfectconditions
conditionsfor
forseed
seedgermination
germination
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4m
4mwide
wideseedbed
seedbedcultivator
cultivatoris
isoffered
offeredin
intwo
twooptions:
options:
rigidand
andhydraulic
hydraulicfolded
folded
rigid

The
The mounted
mounted machine
machine is
is always
always prepared
prepared for
for rearrangement
rearrangement to
to the
the trailed
trailed version,
version, which
which
is
is equipped
equipped with
with aa drawbar
drawbar and
and transport
transport carriage
carriage with
with aa coupler
coupler to
to another
another machine
machine

Designed
Designed for
for the
the efficient
efficient preparation
preparation of
of the
the area
area for
for sowing,
sowing,
adequate
adequate construction
construction of
of the
the unit
unit reduces
reduces the
the number
number of
of necessary
necessary rides
rides
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Customers
Customershave
havea achoice
choiceofoffour
fourworking
workingelements,
elements,
for
forthe
thehard
hardgrounds
groundsthe
thefour
fourrows
rowsofoftines
tinesare
aredesigned
designed
SA
SA(spring
(springtillage)
tillage)orortwo
tworows
rowsofofthe
theSX
SXtines
tines(works
(worksbest
bestfor
for
autumn
autumntillage).
tillage).
The
Thelooseners
loosenersare
arestandard
standardequipment
equipmentfor
forsemi-mounted
semi-mounted
machines,
machines,properly
properlyadjusted,
adjusted,they
theyloosen
loosenthe
thedense
densesoil
soilafter
after
the
thetractor
tractorwheels.
wheels.

Arms
Armsofofthe
theunit
unitare
areprotected
protectedagainst
againstoverload
overloadthanks
thankstoto
the
thespring
springshock
shockabsorber,
absorber,sosothat
thatthe
thearms
armsare
arearranged
arrangedinin
the
theshape
shapeofofthe
thefield.
field.

The
Thecompact
compactcultivator
cultivatorcan
canperform
performone
oneanother
anotherfunction,
function,after
afterraising
raisingthe
thetines
tinesabove
abovethe
theground
groundsurface,
surface,the
themachine
machinecan
canbe
be
used
usedas
asaacultivation
cultivationroller.
roller.The
Thefront
frontand
andrear
rearroller
rollerand
andthe
thetwo
twodrags
dragscan
canbe
beused
usedininthe
theequation
equationof
ofthe
thefield
fieldand
andininbreaking
breaking
up
upthe
thelumps.
lumps. After
Afterthe
thepostharvest
postharvestcrop
cropthe
therollers
rollersdrive
driveaccelerates
acceleratesthe
theprocess
processof
ofdecomposition
decompositionof
ofcrop
cropresidues.
residues.
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Spring plow beam of 25x25mm section and 260mm wide
coulter is a working element designated as SG symbol.
This tine is ideal for the work in autumn.

The frame of 4.0m and 4.5m width machine in hydraulically
folded version consists of two parts, but the larger frames are
divided into three parts.

Compact seedbed cultivator with a working width of 4,5m

Polish agricultural machinery based on the branded components

more on www.rolmako.com

U 684 unit with a width of 6.0 m + Crosskill roller with a width of 6,2m

tractor
track
eradicators

Compact seedbed
cultivator U 684
equipped with coupler
to the accompanying machine
can be combined with one
of the rollers for field leveling
and breaking lumps
of compacted soil.

string roller
with
flat bars

mechanical
front
drag

Crosskill
roller
400mm

four
rows
of SA tine

front
hydraulic drag
(Crossboard)

mechanical
back
drag

Crosskill
roller
500 mm

Concept: as many cultivation tools
as possible in a single pass.

agricul
a
griculttural-m
ural-ma
achiner
chinery.e
y.eu
u

Crosskill roller with
a width of 6,2m

U 684 unit
with a width
of 6.0 m

Coupling of additional tools
is ideal solution
for very large fields.
Aggregate combined
with rear Crosskill roller
makes an excellent addition
to crop cultivation,
the field is perfectly
prepared for sowing.

more at www.rolmako.com

The combination of multiple tools in one machine: front drag,
front string roller with flat bars Ø 450mm, basic version with four
rows of tines (to choose from the SU tine and the SA tine) or two
rows of tines (to choose from the SG tine and the SX tine), side
covers, standard rear pipe roller Ø 450mm, rear drag.

The machine has comfortable working depth adjustment, the
tuning is quick and precise.

Thanks to its compact design, the Rolmako cultivator is not a
classic cultivator with spring-tines, but it is universal agricultural
machine that can be used in a variety of work

Universal frame of the machine allows for embedding of the various
working elements for autumn or spring soil preparation before sowing

more on www.rolmako.com

Heavy agricultural cultivators are equipped
with a drawbar with swinging beam
of III category of tractor's hitch

The coupler for grain seeder or the Cambridge roller is
available as an option for trailed machines with rigid frame,
as well as hydraulically folded frame.

The SU tine is made of a spring 32x12mm, and comes as
standard with additional reinforcement. In the case of compact
soils or wetlands, we recommend the use of SU bent tines or
the SA straight ones, instead of tines of “goosefoot” type.

The Crosskill roller
proper for seedbed
cultivation, crushes
and aligns the top layer
of the soil, and the outer rings
protect the casing of bearings.
It is the ideal solution for dry
and optimal tillage.

Universal coupler for the seeder
has adjustable hooks-spacing for
connection to the accompanying machine

Technical data
WORKING
WIDTH
2,5 m
3,0 m
4,0 m
4,0 m
4,5 m
5,0 m
6,0 m

H
H
H
H

NUMBER OF TINES
SU, SA / SG, SX
26 / 11
30 / 13
39 / 18
39 / 18
47 / 20
49 / 23
59 / 27

POWER
DEMAND (HP)
75
95
125
125
150
165
180

H - hydraulic folded machines, the transport width does not exceed 3m.
*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

The unit is particularly useful for growing plants
that require a leveled field before seeds sowing

mounted
WEIGHT *
(kg)
1150
1250
1620
1850
x
x
x

trailed
WEIGHT *
(kg)
x
2150
2520
2750
3030
3350
3990
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Technical parameters

Skimming cultivator - U 453
The U-453 skimming cultivator is designed for the cultivation
and preparing the field after plowing on all soil types.
It is used for loosening soil and stubble breaking, perfectly cuts
and mixes crop residues. It can till any type of soil, particularly
moderately compacted, compacted and stony soils.
The U453 skimming cultivator is mounted onto tractor 3-point
hitch system. In two rows, there are rigid tines fixed to
the cultivator's frame, which cut and mixes the crop residue.
The baffle plate coulters and the string roller allow crushing
and leveling the soil layers. The working element may be
secured with bolt or spring safeguard. Customer can choose
among the different tillage rollers: string roller with flat bars,
string roller with cogged bars, Packer cogged roller, tubular-ring
roller, ring roller, spring roller, rubber roller, spiral roller. Similarly
with the working element: normally the manufacturer uses
Vogel & Noot tine type, optionally the machine can be equipped
with Lemken tine.
Aftercrop seeder is an extra device, mounted on the cultivator
frame upon customer's request.

Working width (m)

2,1

2,6

3,0

3,9

Power requirement (hp)

75

90

105

135

Tines number

5

6

7

9

Weight* (securing bolt, kg)

755

920

1100

1440

Weight* (spring protection, kg)

930

1130

1345

1755

8

10

Spacing between tines (mm)
Number of disc coulters

425
6

Diameter of disc coulters (mm)

The basic cultivator is equipped with a 750mm beam,
Grubber Plus version is build on a beam of 835mm

Diameter of string roller (mm)
Working speed (km/h)

7
420
460/500
10-15

*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

The main frame, made of thick-walled profiles, makes
the construction strong enough to meet the requirements, even
in the hardest conditions. Small length, compact design and
large space between rows ensure easy operation without
congestions as well as high efficiency.
Cultivator is normally equipped with a hook beam, the system
greatly simplifies hitching action even on a rough maneuver
square.
Technical data
Grubber Plus
WORKING
PROTEC WEIGHT*
WIDTH
- TION
(kg)
3,0 m
Bolt
1200
3,0 m
Spring
1445
3,9 m
Bolt
1570
3,9 m
Spring
1885
*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

Guarantee of
a successful skimming
more on www.rolmako.com

The best undercutting effect of the root system of plants
Selection of the tillage machine is individual for each farmer.
Choosing the Rolmako cultivator allows to obtain an
advantageous structure of the soil, which shows a rich
biological activity. Through these activities it gives better
conditions for the next plant growth and development, and
thus allows for high and stable yields.

Advantages of the Rolmako stubble cultivator:
- possibility of deep cultivation up to 15cm, beneficial in high
stubble and a large weed;
- removing couch grass runners and destroying deeply rooted
weeds;
- high usefulness for cultivation in a heavy soils.

Rolmako cultivator works in the fight against weeds and self-sown plants, the spread of diseases and pests and
provide regular mixing of crop residue with soil, all these factors ensure a positive course of the cultivation

Effective cultivation thanks to the combination of tine and undercutter,
leveling discs with adjustable depth control and the appropriate roller

more on www.rolmako.com

(U 453) 3,0 m
cultivators
7 tines,
8 discs

spring plow beam
can cooperate only
with standard
Vogel & Noot
working elements

Low cost alternative
for Non-stop
spring protection

Enhanced version
of Non-stop
protection
with double spring

basic version
of cultivator
with the pipe
roller with
a diameter
of 500 mm

U 453

Machine in this specification
proves itself on the light
and medium soils
in cooperation with
less powerful tractors

Tine
rotary
coulter

U453 stubble cultivator with spring plow beam section 35 mm x 35 mm

more at www.rolmako.com

Lemken type tine of cultivator is
manufactured by famous OFAS
company Italy.

Proven at work
agricultural rollers
On each soil type the rollers work provides the best
structure formation, the optimum soil compaction
and precise handling machine at a certain depth.

Spring security
On stony soils it is
recommended to use
maintenance-free, strong
springs for protection
against rocks. When
the tine runs into a stone
it deflects with the leg,
compressing the spring.
After avoiding obstacles
the winged coulters
automatically return
to the working position.
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Intensive cultivation of a soil
Loosening-Mixing-Leveling-Compaction
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Standard heart-shaped coulter and wide blades ensure
optimum mixing of the ground. Adjusting the tine's angle
of attack helps the cultivator get deeper in a very dry, hard
conditions.
Leveling discs
One of the conditions of proper
compaction is leveling of a soil.
This task is taken over by the leveling
discs. Mounted on the beam before
agricultural roller, has the ability
to adjust the distance from the
working elements, which is very
important at high stubble and a large
accumulation of straw.
Each disc can be adjusted
individually and adapted to operating
speed.
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HARDENED

Leveling elements are made of boron steel, solid construction
disc hub ensures long exploitation. A pair of contour discs for
leveling side ridges, are standard for each skimming cultivator.

Smooth non-stop work regardless
of the number of encountered obstacles
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r
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Two versions of the stubble cultivator
The machine is manufactured in two versions, the standard
cultivator is equipped with a plough beam with a height of
750 mm, cultivator in the Plus version has a higher plough
beam of 835 mm, this way we achieve more ground
clearance under the frame.

Stubble cultivator, standard version. In all models the
leveling discs are attached to the beam which supports the
string roller. It is possible to adjust the distance of the disc
from the working element - important for the first tilling of a
high stubble.

Cultivator has edge
contour discs as
a standard.

Four-element tine
with heart-shaped Vogel & Noot
type coulter.

Five-element tine
with divided Lemken
type coulter.

Aggressive entry into the soil and crop residues cutting

Stubble cultivator in the GRUBBER PLUS version is bigger
ground clearance under the frame, a new attractive design
and larger diameter of discs. The machine is available in
working widths of 3m and 3.9m.

In the picture: stubble cultivator of the working width of 3.9 m,
consists of 9 working elements and 10 leveling discs.

Durable cultivator's frame built
of 100 x 100 x 6 mm profile section
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Skimming cultivator of version GRUBBER PLUS
is a machine with increased ground clearance under the frame,
the larger scope of machine usage allows to work
with large quantities of rye straw, triticale and corn without clogging

- working width 3.0 m and 3.9 m
- new, attractive design of the machine
- plough beam 835 mm, greater ground
clearance under the cultivator's frame
allows for trouble-free operation
at very high stubble
- larger leveling disc with a diameter
of 460 mm
- new construction of the tower
of 3-point hitch system,
robust and stable construction
known ad exemplum of disc harrows
- 3-year warranty on the machine frame
- new, comfortable, smooth change
of the working depth
- hardfaced working elements,
3 to 4-fold greater resistance
to abrasion (optional)

Perfectly mixes large quantities
of high straw with the soil
more on www.rolmako.com

U 497 Universal crop cultivator
Two variants of the machine:
- mounted version*
- trailed version
*) can be upgraded to trailed version.

Two types of operating elements

SS tine (45 x 12 mm spring) for pre-sowing
SW tine (70 x 12 mm spring) for pre-sowing and stubble

Seedbed
preparation
300 x 52 x 7 mm
coulter
SS tine

SW tine

On request it is possible to mount
Coulter and goosefoot stubble
coulter together in one machine
(eg. The first two rows of coulters,
third and fourth row of goosefoot
stubble coulter).

Option of extra drawbar
and the transport
carriage allows you
to upgrade mounted
machine to trailed version

Stubble
cultivation
180 mm
goosefoot
stubble coulter

Front drag
(recommended for
cultivation of
arable layer)

New!

agricul
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Concept of universal tillage machine

U 497 Universal crop cultivator
in trailed version with
a width of 6.0 m

Four massive tractor
track eradicators
(option for
trailed version)

Spring comb beam
(option useful for soil
cultivation directly after
plowing or following
the harvest)
For rows
of tines
(SS or SW)

Tillage roller
(rear pipe roller as standard)
Rolmako is offering
a number of cultivation rollers.
Their choice depends on
the soil type and the effect
you want to achieve.

U 497 Universal crop cultivator
in a mounted version with
a width of 6.0 m

Applicable to a number of the works during the growing season:
- Seedbed preparation after plowing
- Loosening and aerating the soil in the spring
- Stubble cultivation
- Mixing with the soil slurry and manure
- Mounted seeder (optional) allows the simultaneous
cultivation and sowing aftercrops

More on www.rolmako.com

Compact, light, heavy or garden disc harrow

Compact disc harrow
U 693

Light disc harrow
U 622

Heavy stubble harrow
U 671

Disc harrow for vineyards
and gardens U 645

Working width: 2,7 / 3,0 / 3,5 / 4,0 / 4,5 / 5,0 / 6,0 m
- rubber shock absorber 40mm
- disc of 510mm or 560mm
- the hub of a disc requiring maintenance
or maintenance-free
- mounted or trailed version of a disc harrow
- rigid frame and hydraulic foldable
- hydropack (option)

Working width: 2.7 / 3.0 / 3.5 / 4.0 m
- spring shock absorber 13x100 mm
- disc of 510 mm or 560 mm
- the hub of a disc requiring maintenance
or maintenance-free
- mounted version, rigid frame
- inability to mount the hydropack

Working width: 3,0 / 3,5 / 4,0 / 5,0 / 6,0 m
- rubber shock absorber of 50 mm
- disc of 620mm
- maintenance-free hub of a disc
- mounted or trailed version
- rigid frame and hydraulic foldable
- inability to mount the hydropack

Working width: 1.25 / 1.5 / 1,75 / 2,0m
- rubber shock absorber 40 mm
- disc of 510 mm or 560 mm
- the hub of a disc requiring maintenance
or maintenance-free
- version of a mounted harrow
- rigid frame

Modern disc harrows for various applications
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Our proposals of disc harrows - U-645, U 622, U 693, U 652, U 671 and U 671 PRO
- all have their own individual characteristics as well as common ones.
Each machine differes in its own dedicated purpose,
different level of specialization and versatility of use.

Rolmako disc harrows can also be divided according
to the type of disc amortization

13x100mm spring shock absorber,
used in U622 machines

40x180mm rubber shock absorber,
used in U 693
and U 645 types

35x35mm 3D spring shock absorber,
used in U 652 disc harrow

Reliability is a common feature of all disc harrows signed by Rolmako

50x210mm rubber shock absorber
used in U-671,
U-671 PRO machines

more at www.rolmako.com

Disc harrow - U 645

Width of 1.5m, 12 discs,
pipe roller Ø500

U 645 is a harrow built for work in the vineyards and gardens.
Light for the tractor and short in its construction are important
characteristics that allow to use the machine wherever there
is no place to maneuver and work with a larger machines.

Disc harrow U 645 has all the features of compact disc harrow
U 693, which is equipped with the same rubber shock absorber,
angle of attack, disc bearings and so on.

Disc harrow
for vineyards and gardens

T-ring roller

Disc harrow in the version designed for vineyards and gardens is equipped with adjustable front
and rear row beam of discs to optimize the settings of machine according to the working conditions
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Small harrows
for garden work

Technical parameters
WORKING
NUMBER
POWER
WIEGHT
WIDTH
OF DISCS
REQUIREMENT(hp) *
(kg)**
1,25 m
10
40
620
1,50 m
12
50
675
1,75 m
14
60
750
2,00 m
16
70
825
*) minimum power demand can vary greatly depending on the equipment and soil
conditions.
**) weight of the machine with standard equipment.

Disc harrow U 645 is designed to loosen the soil and remove
weeds between the rows of gardens. On special request the
Rolmako can supply machines adapted specially to the
certain characteristics of work, according to the expectation of
a gardener.

The basis of the machine's construction is a compact disc
harrow, adapted with hitch category and size for gardens
tractors.

Machines for different crops,
tailored to customers' requirements

1.25 m

1.50 m

1.75 m

2.00 m

Besides producing our standard products Rolmako offers the machines for gardens with
dimensions tailored to the specific operating conditions. We invite you to place an enquires.
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Disc harrow - U 693
The disc harrow's main purpose is to loosen and crumble the
soil. It has a wide range of uses it can be employed for mixing
lime, mineral fertilizers, manure or stubble with the soil. The
machine can effectively be substitute for plowing. The disc
harrow scarifies, crumbles and breaks apart the soil layer.
Disc harrow is manufactured in widths of 2.7 m, 3.0 m, 3.5 m,
4.0 m, 4.5 m, 5.0 m and 6.0 m. As an option, the producer also
offers a seeder jib mounted on the disc harrow.

The machine can cooperate with most rollers available in the offer.
Available: string roller with flat bars, string roller with cogged bars,
Packer cogged roller, tubular-ring roller, Crosskill roller, ring roller,
spring roller, rubber roller, OFAS steel-ring roller 48-52 HRC, spiral
roller, tyre transport roller.
Technical parameters
Working width (m)
2,7 3,0
Minimum
power requirement (hp) 95 105
Number of discs (pcs) 20
24
Disc diameter (mm)
Working speed (km/h)
Maximum working depth (cm)

3,5

4,0

4,5

5,0

6,0

120 130 145
28
32
36
510 or 560
7-15
15

160
40

180
48

The working elements of the device are equipped with
protective rubbers, which increases their durability and makes
them less susceptible to damage, especially when working
on stony soils.

The design of the disc hub
protects bearings against dirt.
The high-quality cone bearings,
that are used,
are characterized by high
resistance to wear and heavy
loads. The discs are made
of boron steel, ensure long
and trouble-free operation.

Disc harrow's frame of 4.5 m, 5.0 m and 6.0 m width
is hydraulically folded.

Solid frame of the disc harrow is
developed for work in the toughest conditions.
Disc harrow
in half-hinged version
with a towing beam and transport trailer.

One machine many purposes
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Wide program of Rolmako disc harrows includes machines with a rigid frame and hydraulically folding,
of mounted or trailed version with working widths from 2.7 m to 6 m.
Numerous equipment options, flexibly adapt harrows to the requirements and conditions in the workplace.
A multitude of the machine's available configurations makes it also apply in small, medium and large farms,
as well as in service companies.
Compact disc harrow works well for shallow
and intensive cultivation mixing the soil in stubble,
easily cope with large quantities of straw.
Extensive use of the machine include treatment of corn's straw,
eradication of grassland and fallow, preparing soil
for sowing and mixing manure with soil.
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The way of operation of the machine: service, adjustments, folding are a convenient solutions for users

Wide range of use of the machine in the course of whole season
maximizes efficiency of the invested money

Brand-name components used for production of the machines,
distinguish our products from competitors' offer
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Reliable Partner of modern agriculture
www.pinterest.com/rolmako

www.flickr.com/rolmako

Crosskill roller
Ø 500

Spring roller
Ø 550

The company with an extensive experience in international trade,
gained through the years of presence in many export markets
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Brake in the U693 compact disc harrow is mounted as an option

Rolmako tillage machines are being sold all over the world.
Wherever the brakes are required to move on public roads due
to the high weight of the unit - the machines must be ordered
with an optional brakes, otherwise moving with the machine
on public roads is prohibited.

Each pneumatic brake system is equipped with braking force
regulator, which adjusts brake force depending on additional
equipment of the machine (total weight).

Agricultural machinery intended to move on public roads
in situation, when their additional equipment exceeds
the permitted / regulated in the user country's weight, must be
ordered with obligatory brake system

Single / double-circuit pneumatic or hydraulic brake
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The work of Rolmako disc harrow with high speed leaves flat
surface of the field with a very good mixing of crop residue
over the entire width of the machine. The soil is perfectly
prepared for simplified sowing technology - no trace of
unevenness on the surface of field after subsequent runs.

Compact disc harrow of mounted
or trailed version

The hitch adjusting
is done
by tightening
screw M56,
it enables to set
such a point for
most efficient use
of the tractor
power.
The drawbar of the disc harrow
allows to work with high-powered
tractors, provides appropriate
weight put on the tractor and
a small turning radius.

Cutting discs
Arranged in two rows, obliquely oriented discs, are made 
of boron steel of high hardness. The machine can be
equipped with a disc with diameter of 510 mm or 560 mm.
The standard disc has hardness of 45HRC, optionally are
mounted OFAS discs of 48-52HRC hardness. An aggressive
angle of mounted discs is used in order to ensure good
penetration of the soil, even in difficult conditions. Each disc
is independently mounted to the frame using a rubber shockabsorber that provides permanent working depth, aggressive
tillage and acts as a safeguard against damage.

Strong and durable central main frame with a profile of
200x100x10 mm, provides a trouble-free and reliable
operation even in the toughest soil conditions. The rubber
shock-absorber protects working elements against damage,
the protection effectively and safely absorbs forces acting on
the machine.

An optimized angle of attack is the same
for both rows of discs therefore
machine perfectly follows the tractor

The use of side coverings, along with an contour disc
prevents throwing masses of land and crop residues.
This allows keeping the cut and mixed straw within
the machine, avoiding formation of hillocks and ruts during
subsequent runs.

The optional carriage behind the coupler significantly increases
the range of applications for tractors with a lower capacity
class. Seeder is lifted on independent chassis. Safe transport of
the disc harrow and connected seeder is possible due to wide
wheel spacing.
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The only one such a solution tailored to each type of tillage

disc smooth

use:
presowing tillage
diameter: 510mm or 560mm
hub:
maintenance or maintenance-free
thickness: 4mm
notes:
on request.

disc with fine tines

use:
presowing and stubble tillage
diameter: 510mm or 560mm
hub:
maintenance or maintenance-free
thickness: 4mm
notes:
on request.

disc with aggressive tines
use:
presowing and stubble tillage
diameter: 510mm or 560mm
hub:
maintenance or maintenance-free
thickness: 4mm
notes:
the most universal application,
Standard disc in Rolmako harrows.

disc ALFA

use:
stubble tillage
diameter: 560mm
hub:
SKF maintenance-free
thickness: 5mm
notes:
is recommended for aftercrop tillage after
corn-seed harvest. Provides the best cutting
effect.

more on www.rolmako.com

The ratio of quality of the machine to its
price is the most beneficial in the branch

The hydraulic folder disc harrows prepared for transporting
on public roads must be equipped with the lighting beam
(as the harrow arms totally hide the tractor's lights).

The rubber roller presses the soil in bands. It equals very
well the top layer of soil, the pressing occurs every 12.5cm.
Soil in the mashed bands becomes compact, that results in
creating ideal conditions for sprouting and germination of
plants. In non-pressed places water soaks quickly into the
soil - even in the fields responsive to compaction.

The Rolmako agricultural machinery have successfully passed numerous
tests in various countries and are successfully exported to many countries
including Germany, Czech Republic, Finland, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary,
Lithuania, Russia, England, Ireland and USA

Join the group of farmers who opted for a machine with a Rolmako sign, now they
derive a number of benefits influencing on the reduction of the cultivation costs

more on www.rolmako.com

Hydraulic cylinders can be equipped with
a hydraulic lock, which is responsible
for the work of the disc harrow's arms
on an equal depth.

Thanks to a large diameter and excellent rolling properties,
the transport tire roller works freely on a loose soil, takes care
of the uniform and deep compaction of the soil before sowing,
appropriate to requirements. Robust wheels with a tractor tread
are not sensitive to stony conditions, allow for trouble-free
operation in wet conditions. The main aim of the tire roller's work
is to compact the soil in order to improve oozing of the soil water.

The machine is equipped with a tubular-ring roller, which combines
the advantages of a pipe roller with a more rollers through the use
of densely set cutting rings.

Lighting and warning signs may be installed on each cultivation
machine.

In the disc harrow without hydropack, the spring comb may
be mounted behind the preparing shaft, it is a perfect complement
to cultivation, provides better starting conditions for sowed plants.
The comb is protected against damage by the deflecting arm.

Transport systems are responsible
for the lift's drive and rear axle of the tractor
not to be overloaded
A fluent adjustment of the working depth of the discs by means
of hydraulic cylinders is a standard in the machine equipped with
a tire transport roller. Working depth is controlled by means of clip
spacers. Changing parameters of the working machine is fast and
convenient. Hydraulic cylinders lift the cultivator to the transport
position.

The disc harrow in half-hinged version of two-cylinder coupler
for seeder superstructured on the transport axis.

An optional hydraulic depth adjustment facilitates actions connected
with setting this parameter of work. Easy and friendly to the operator,
hydraulic depth control of work is carried out by means of spacer
clips on hydraulic actuators.

Tillage rollers for machines with a width of more than 3m are
always made in a divided version.

more on www.rolmako.com

Extremely low maintenance requirements and unusually low wear of parts

Transport trailer of trailed harrow
Trailed disc harrows are equipped with hydraulic
suspension, which at the time of cultivation is raised to
provide additional weight put on a disc harrow. Drive axle
can be equipped with various sizes of tires depending on
weight of the machine. For heavy harrows wide tires of
400mm or 500mm are used. Pneumatic brake is fitted as
an option.

The flag model 6.0 m
disc harrow
will perform well
where in short time
an extensive
surface need to
be cultivated
- this will allow
for high working
speed reaching 15 km / h
and performance
exceeding
8 ha per hour.

Front drag (Crossboard)
The drag is made of hardened springs and bent working
overlay. Thanks to using this tool, in front of the disc
section the lumps will be broken and the field aligned.
The drag creates an optimal surface before sowing. The
drag successfully performs on stony fields because it
does not draw rocks to the surface. The drag can be
completely lifted so that it does not participate in the
cultivation. This option is available only for the trailed
machines.

Overload-lock valve
Heavy, hydraulically folded disc harrows are equipped
with a valve that provides security in the event of a failure
of the hydraulic system. When it comes to the failure the
valve closes flow of an oil preventing the hydraulic
cylinder from opening. An additional feature is the speed
control of folding and unfolding of arms of the machine.
While working the valve keeps the arms of the harrow on
the set working depth.

Cutting steel ring roller (diameter 600 mm)
The roller made of steel rings with an aggressive profile,
cuts the soil and crushes the solid ground tilling
properly medium and heavy soil. The roller kneads in a
streaked surface, thus providing a good supply of water
and the active exchange of air in the soil. The roller is
equipped with scrapers of the Hardox steel, which
allows to work in difficult conditions, perfect for soil with
plenty of organic matter.

Disc
Disc harrow
harrow of
of 6m
6m working
working width,
width,
trailed
trailed version,
version, 560mm
560mm OFAS
OFAS discs,
discs,
rubber
rubber roller
roller with
with aa diameter
diameter of
of 500
500 mm,
mm, weight
weight of
of 5500
5500 kg.
kg.

Thanks
Thanks to
to the
the large
large working
working
width
width and
and high
high speed
speed you
you will
will reach
reach
the
the optimum
optimum operating
operating efficiency.
efficiency.

The blue Rolmako disc harrow
will create a good set with Your model of tractor
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Configuration for specific tillage conditions

Hydraulic drawbar
with Scharmüller

ral-machinery.eu
ltur
agricultu

The U 693 machine
is the best - selling
disc harrow
in Rolmako offer.
It is distinguished by
its versatility of use,
that is possible
through very rich
list of additional
equipment.

560 mm x 5 mm ALFA discs
and 80 mm x 10 mm front drag
more at www.rolmako.com

High operating speed and low power requirement

The seeder's lift in more than 3m width of disc
harrows is equipped with two solid hydraulic
cylinders. For machines with a width of 2,7m and
3,0m a strengthened hydropack is mounted at an
extra charge.
Disc harrow with a width of 3m is equipped with
contour folded discs, the machine during
transportation does not exceed 3m transport width
and can move on public roads.

The seeder tires stands are standard for machines
equipped with a coupler for a seeder. During
transport the seeder's wheels are based on stable
axle stands, the seeder is raised firmly on the
hydropack, allowing safe ride even on a very uneven
ground.

An independent chassis may be replaced by a tire
roller. With this solution the length of the machine
is significantly reduced. The result is more
maneuverable aggregate.
Disc harrow in half-hinged version with transport
tire roller in conjunction with a hydraulic control
is well prepared machine to work with the grain
seeder of superstructure version.

The construction of the hub and the disc's legs
are capable of hauling heavy longitudinal and lateral
stress. Housing with tapered roller bearings and
proven sealing systems is a guarantee of durability.
A special closed profile of a disc leg with an
aggressive angle of attack provides a good flow
of post-harvest crop.
.
The Rolmako disc harrow has
received the best ratio of
aftercrop residues covering
among 7 machines which have
been tested by the "top agrar
Poland" monthly magazine.
Polska

Durable trailed machines,
reliable and comfortable
As a result of a high operating speed, efficiency increases
by 30% compared to conventional disc harrows

The discs are adjusted obliquely to the direction of a ride and
obliquely to the ground. Such settings provide the best
"income" into the soil. The small distance between the discs,
that is 12.5 cm, allows for the effective operation of 8 discs
per meter of working width.

Turns on tilling rollers are possible with the help of hydraulic
drawbar control, the option is very useful in the fields with a
small area, where it significantly affects the time of work. Fast
conversion allows for maximum performance.

Quality steel used in the production of disc harrows, first-class Italian OFAS discs, robust disc hubs and other
world-class components from reputable suppliers all of these, taking into account the beneficial report of
the quality up to the price, distinguish our machines from the competitors' offer
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Disc harrow of trailed version
with hook hitch on the upper
transport system of a tractor,
equipped with a maintenancefree hubs of the disc and 500mm
rubber roller

more on www.rolmako.com

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

For building of the frame, shaft and trailer the disc harrow's
designers used only thick profiles of section 200x100x10,
200x100x8 and 100x100x8. Tin roller is entirely made of boron
steel 45-48 HRC, the cleaning scrapers are made of Hardox
steel. Presented in the pictures machine weighs over 6000
kilograms.

www.flickr.com/rolmako
As an option the massive hydraulic cylinder on the drawbar
of the harrow replaces the standard adjustable screw M56.

Agricultural machine with the copyright issued by the Patent Office

more on www.rolmako.com
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Maintenance-free overload protection
Rubber spring elements enable an optimal
fitting of dipped discs to the contours
of cultivated soil.
Rubber absorbers through a long absorb
surface prevent sudden impacts.
This way it provides safety of the disc
harrow's frame as well as absolutely
maintenance-free overload
protection while maintaining
desired working depth.
The shock absorbers
are protected from
moving, as pressings
on the top
and bottom cover
maintain
absorbers in
their place.

Standard bearings
Proper design of the disc's hub is made o
 f high-quality two
tapered roller bearings mounted on hardened shaft Ø35 mm (FLT
Krasnik bearings or Timken optionally). Complete sealing of the
hub eliminates the risk of wear-out of the bearings, allows for long
and trouble-free operation, while maintaining adequate frequency
of greasing (3m wide machine needs to have the grease filled up
every 150 ha).

1 hardened pivot

Ø 35 mm with a
sealing
cover

Standard
Bearings

Maintenance-free
Bearings

(greasing every 150 ha
for the 3m disc harrow)

(no need of maintenance)

2 sealing of simmerin
type

3 two tapered roller
bearings,
factory filled with
grease
grease nipple

4 - location of grease
refilling

nut bearing with lac

5 washer
High durability of the OFAS discs
Smooth or toothed discs with a diameter of 510 or 560 mm
made of special heat treatment method for maximum strength,
the standard of this technology is a hardness of 48HRC ÷
52HRC. The quality of steel and experience gained through the
years of production by the Italian OFAS company, guarantees
the highest quality product that has been approved worldwide.

Hub of the disc
While building the unit's construction we devoted special attention
to the disc's hub, appropriate bearing and effective sealing.
Having in mind the different needs of farmers, we offer a choice
between the disc's hub that requires regular greasing and
maintenance-free one, requiring no maintenance. Whatever
solution we decide on, what we guarantee is a high quality of
branded bearings, so that the hub is capable of transferring very
large and long-lasting loads, the sealing absolutely safely protects
the hub against dirt.

Particular attention has
been paid to the
selection of appropriate
tapered roller bearings
that effectively withstand
the tensions arising
during operation.
Tapered roller bearings
working in tandem and
double row angular
contact ball bearing has
been designed to carry
radial and axial shock
loads generated during
the operation of disc
harrows.

6 O-ring sealing

The hub which requires regular greasing
or the maintenance-free hub. Select
the appropriate bearing type for your disc harrow.
Working elements of the disc harrow

H
-qu ighbo ality
steron
el

Maintenance-free bearings (optional)
As a bearing of the disc the double-row angular contact ball
bearings has been used. Mutual aligning of the balls makes it
easier to transfer radial and axial shock loads. The bearing is fille
with grease, which is sufficient for the entire service life, no
maintenance is required for the hub. Highest class of the inner
cartridge sealing ensures optimum closing of the bearings to
access of dust and moisture.

1 nut tightening the
bearing

2 sealing cover
3 hardened pivot
Ø35mm

4 hardened sleeve
45 HRC

5 cartridge sealing
6 two-row angular

contact ball bearings

7 seger's ring
8 O-ring sealing

Working disc

Contour disc

more on www.rolmako.com

Compact disc harrow allows
you to use fully all the
resources of the tractor.
For work with the
presented disc harrow
of 3.0m and attached
to the hydropack any kind
of a drill, it 's enough to
have a tractor of 105 HP
(the weight of a set - disk aggregate with the grain
drill, is over 3000 kg).

The compact structure
of agricultural machinery

Even more compact disc harrow
with tyre-transport roller and hydropack
The Rolmako disk harrow
has all the features of a
compact tillage machine,
it is characterized by a
short construction, low
power requirements, wide
use of the machine for
different tillage tasks, the
ability to engage with the
different producers' drills.
The tyre-transport roller
is a central bearing
element of the machine.
Large wheels with tyretread provide excellent
rolling properties in all
the conditions.

The coupler of a drill in trailed machines comes in two
versions, as a choice it is an optional trailer with a drill coupler
or a machine with a transport-tyre roller equipped with the
hydropack.

The Rolmako disc harrows are reliable products, able to meet
the high demands of modern agriculture.

Large transport clearance
of the Rolmako compact disc
harrows, allows to reach
easily to all the cultivation
areas.

Comfortable and safe transport systems

French aftercrop seeder Delimbe SP 5 is optionally mounted
on the Rolmako disc harrow. Being mounted on the machine
with the help of specially adapted for this purpose mounting
elements, it increases functionality of the aggregate of
aftercrop sowing in a single operation cycle. At the
Customer's option, Delimbe SP 5 can be replaced by another
drill of any other producer.

The
The profiled
profiled ALFA
ALFA discs
discs with
with an
an evidentially
evidentially better
better cutting
cutting
and
and mixing
mixing effect
effect compared
compared to
to conventional
conventional shapes
shapes of
of the
the operating
operating elements
elements

Multiple-shaped
Multiple-shaped edges
edges
of
of the
the disc
disc ensure
ensure
an
an increased
increased cutting
cutting effect
effect

Reinforced
Reinforced Crossboard
Crossboard

The
Thecompletely
completelyequipped
equippeddisc
discharrow
harrow
is
isan
anindispensable
indispensabletillage
tillagetool
tool
(for
(forpre
preand
andpost-harvest)
post-harvest)
in
inany
anyagricultural
agriculturalfarm
farm

(spring
(spring 80x10
80x10 mm,
mm, 150
150 mm
mm skid)
skid)

Rolmako machinery
in RAL 5010 color
or other matching
your requirements

any of
RAL color

Our offer
stands out by
the individual
approach to each order
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Disc harrows in trailed version.
Hydropack to the aggregate mounted on the three-point hitch
system of the tractor, allows the aggregation with any seeding
machine. This version of the coupler to the seeder can be
installed on a machine with a width of 2.7m, 3.0m, 3.5m and
4.0m in the rigid version.
Larger hydraulic folding machine can be coupled with drills
only in trailed version, where the hydraulic coupler to the
seeder can be mounted on the carriage.

Two sizes of roll shock-absorbers
Each disc is attached to the frame with appropriately profiled
clamps, where four rubber rolls are installed. The rubber
shock-absorber is considered to be the most durable
mechanical stone protection. Standard shock-absorber with
the roll of 35mm x 210mm size allows the deflection of the
disc up to more than 15cm. Optional shock-absorber of
40mm x 210mm was introduced thinking about the markets
with the most difficult tillage, that makes the disc raising while
hitting up to more than 20cm.

Reinforced rubber shock-absorber (40mm x 210mm)
is constructed for the extremely difficult cultivating soils

more on www.rolmako.com

The multi-purpose machine for soil cultivation at the highest level

The drawbar of the disc harrow
The trailed machine is coupled with a tractor's lift by a
massive hitch with hardened tips.
All gudgeons of the machine are protected against
rotation in order to improve the durability of the important
elements of the machinery construction.

Toothed discs
The Rolmako compact harrow with cogged discs stands
out above at work in the fields with a large amount of
straw. Ideal for cultivation of high corn stubble and
liquidation of the wasteland. Disc's tines allow the
machine to go deep easier in heavy dry conditions. Discs
are available in two diameters of 510mm or 560mm.

Transport of the machine to the field
Semi-mounted version is designed for the farmers who
plan large runs with the disc harrow on public roads. Safe
transportation thanks to the hydraulic folded arms (width
4.0 m, 4.5 m, 5.0 m and 6.0 m). Long wheel base, wide
tyres and a massive drawbar allows for quick runs of the
machine to destination.

Smooth discs
Like toothed discs, are available in two sizes, perform
well in precise, extremely shallow cultivation,
intensively mixing the soil in stubble while maintaining
working depth of 3 cm to 5 cm. This creates an ideal
conditions for germination and decomposition of straw
residues.

Disc harrow with a seeder in a superstructure version
On request of the client it is possible to install a seeder on
the Rolmako machine. In the picture the Amazone grain
seeder build on upon a disc harrow. Such a set of
seedbed is characterized by a compact design, thanks to
mounting the seeder on a thickening roller - the center of
gravity is close to the tractor. Thanks to superstructure of
the seeder on the cultivation tool, maneuverability and
mobility of the tractor are improved as well as accuracy of
work of the cultivation machine is increased.

Why is it worth to choose the Rolmako disc harrow?
- robust construction that inspires confidence
- maintenance-free Non-Stop rubber protection against
stones
- hub of the disc is made of spheroid cast iron
- tapered roller bearings of FLT Krasnik or Timken brand
- discs of reputable OFAS manufacturer
- full range of optional equipment
- low costs of cultivation per 1 ha
- warranty on all components of the machine.

Compact design of the Rolmako disc harrow guarantees
easy driving of the machine to the place of cultivation
more on www.rolmako.com

Disc harrow equipped with the optional hydraulic drawbar has an additional
function which enables fast and smooth turning on the field, using
cultivation rollers without need for using machine wheels

The Rolmako disc harrows - precision and speed of cultivation

More than a dozen variants of the rear tilling rollers for the disc harrows

more on www.rolmako.com

John Deere engine of 105HP can easily handle 3.0m the seedbed combination,
classic mounted machines with coupling to the drill require significant downforce
on a front axle and a lot more power of the tractor's lift

Disc harrows in a mounted version, coupled with grain
seeders, have a greater need for power capacity. Machinery
have to be aggregated with the larger agricultural tractors.
Employees of the Rolmako company help in choosing the right
machine for the appropriate class of tractor.

Version of the trailed disk harrow
with coupler to the grain seeder
While driving on public roads, the seeder is lifted on a hydraulic
lift, which significantly reduces the length of the entire system
and improves its maneuverability.

The combination of cultivation and sowing in one pass (ride) of the tractor and low
power demand, significantly helps to reduce the cost of soil tillage

more on www.rolmako.com
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Rolmako compact disc harrow is a specialist in intensive
cultivation of the soil surface. Individual discs bearing on
the flexible rubber spring elements allows optimal
adaptation to the soil.

Rubber shock absorbers
Thanks to the resistant rubber shock absorbers, disc
harrows work without the risk of clogging - stones have
no impact on their work.
Maintenance-free, extremely durable guard protects the
working components from damage.
Rubber shock absorber provides exceptional penetration
performance in dry conditions, which make it easy to
cover the crushed straw or green fertilizer.

600mm

80mm

OFAS rings for heavy duty (Made in Italy)
The rings of the sheet metal roller consists of two plates
with a diameter of 600 mm, joined together they form an
exceptionally stable and effective working element for
work in stubble, resistant to wear in a very demanding
conditions. Hardness of the rings reaches 52 HRC which
has been obtained by using the same kind of steel and
heat treatment appropriate for the production of working
components in accordance with the technology of the
OFAS company from Italy. Durability of the roller has
been estimated for several thousands of hectares.

Advantages of the trailed type disc harrows
Transportation trailer lifts the disc harrow, thanks to that
less weight lies on the tractor lifting mechanism, which
relieves and protects the tractor.
Compared with the mounted disc harrows, small tractors
are enough to work with it, as a limiting factor has been
eliminated, which is a big mass of the machine.
In the picture trailed type machine equipped with a
drawbar and a transportation trailer with 500 mm wide
tyres.

Spiral roller (Made in Germany)
The highest quality spring steel has been used for
production of the spiral roller. The roller is doing proper
work in terms of evening and soil compaction across the
entire working width. For better results of cultivation, the
spiral roller is twisted in two directions. It works in difficult
conditions, on soils with lots of stones.
An important advantage of the mounted machines
equipped with the spiral roller is its light weight. The
rollers are manufactured in Germany.

One drawbar for all the machines.
Rolmako disc harrows in the trailed version are offered in
various configurations. Depending on Customer's
requirements the machine can be equipped with a
standard transport trailer, trailer with a seeder coupling
or chassis with tyre transporting roller. All machines are
equipped with the same massive and strong drawbar
adjustable to the main frame.

more on www.rolmako.com

Rolmako machine at any
RAL color chosen by you
any color
of RAL

From the very beginning of the production the Rolmako machines
have always been associated with blue color. In order to meet the
wishes of our customers, we have launched a new line of powder
coating. Three painting shops operating in the
company, large production capacity, allowed us
to launch a new service - painting the machines
in a color ordered by the Customer.

The extreme left disc of each unit has its own adjustment of
the working depth, set above the rest of the working
elements, that has a positive effect on the quality of the
tillage.

Holes subjected to detritions during exploitation of the
machine are made o
 f wear-resistant steel thanks to the
toughening. All the important parts of the machine are made of
hardened steel C45.

Nosepieces on the cleaning scrapers for rollers are made of
hard wearing steel Hardox / Raex or hardened boron steel.

Irrespective to the chosen version the Hydropack
is able to lift heavy mechanical drills.

Standard mechanical adjustment of the working depth is simple
in operation - it is held without using of additional tools.

more on www.rolmako.com

The range of Rolmako product includes a comprehensive
solutions fitted to the climate and soil conditions
SKF Agri Hub is a maintenance-free
bearing of the working sections,
fitted to the compact Rolmako
disc harrows.

Made of 100% stainless bearing
steel, the hub makes it possible
to optimize the working time
of the machine without downtime and reduces
maintenance costs of agricultural machinery.

Aftercrop seeders
APV seeders are a fully professional machines for
aftercrop sowing and tillage in a single operation.
Capacity up to 800L ensures efficiency of pneumatic
drill, however the user saves time and money as the
seeder is mounted on the Rolmako cultivation machine.

The T-ring roller with the spring drag
ensures optimum compaction of the soil after the
ploughing plates and therefore a good contact of
crop residues with the soil, that creates ideal
conditions for the organic decomposition processes.
This roller has been effective in practice and is
applicable in almost all Rolmako machines.

SKF Agri Hub (option)
SKF Agri Hub is a fully integrated system of bearing
(discs) plate, lubricated and sealed
for the full time of the hub's life.
The SKF company's global presence in export markets
has resulted in the introduction of the hub plate offer of
this Swedish premium brand. This option is available
only for the machines with discs of 560mm diameter.

Ring roller with a spring drag
The rings in the shape of a "U" are filling up with soil in
the way that the soil compacts the soil.
This solution is characterized by a low degree of
working parts wearing and good functionality even on
a relatively moist soils.
The drag is located between the rings of the roller and
protects it from clogging with aftercrop residues.

maintenance-free disc hub SKF Agri Hub
The best way of learning about the agricultural machine
is testing the device at work.To meet Customers' needs,
we organize demonstrations of agricultural machinery at
work, and we give opportunity of renting the equipment
by the farmer.

The superior technology at an affordable price and excellent service
causes that the Rolmako company will be your competent partner also in the future

more on www.rolmako.com
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In the picture there is 4m machine of a folding
version for the transportation on public roads
The machines which do not exceed 3m of transport width
may participate in a road traffic, these requirements are
met by all the Rolmako disc harrows with hydraulic folding
frames.
Being aware of the different needs of the farmers, we produce
cultivators that meet specific requirements of our customers, at
the same time we remain frank to new challenges in order to
reach a wider group of the customers.

www.rolmako.com
Spiral roller
of Ø 455 mm
diameter

Thoughtful construction of the tillage roller is the factor that
has a major impact on customer's satisfaction of the tillage
results. We offer professional consulting, allowing on proper
configuration of the machine in accordance with the
expectations of the farmers.

Optional hydraulic drawbar
with the Scharmüller ear

Rolmako disc harrows are delivered to several countries around the world, the offer is distinguished by a
large amount of available equipment options, the client can choose from the several tillage rollers,
different versions of the operating elements (smooth and serrated with a different diameter) drill's
couplings, free maintenance hubs and conservation needed hubs and many other possibilities of the
machine's retrofitting (including spring comb, weights, hydraulic adjustment of working depth or aftercrop
seeder). Trailed version of the machine is proposed with the different types of the shaft and transport
carriage, the machine can be optionally equipped with a front mechanical or hydraulic drag, and with a
pneumatic brake.

Standard coupling system with the tractor. The shaft of the machine is equipped with a drawbar with hardened pin of 45
HRC hardness. A powerful bolt M56, optionally hydraulic cylinder, serves to adjust the position of the drawbar.

Disc harrow equipped with a drawbar
with hydraulic setting allows to adjust the machine
smoothly and accurately,
also allows to use the tractor's power in better
way. The hydraulic cylinder is equipped with
clips that make its adjustment easy.

hitching systems
The agricultural hooks with overload resistance
for working at high working speeds

The front crossboard can be a component of the trailed disc
harrow as an option. The crossboard control can be realized
mechanically with a tensioning screw or hydraulically. It works
breaking a clods to pieces and making a field even before the
disc elements operation.

The machine uses a three-sectional flow divider for proper
operation of the Crossboard. Changing a position of the three
drag's segments is fluent and precise.

Due to its profiled shape the disc pulls
out more soil and results in better mixing
effect and crop residues cover as well.
A large number of cutting edges allows
the cutting of stubble in a small parts,
which makes it more easier for the
next land-treatment steps.

ALFA DISCS
better quality of work

An excellent final result: a stubble after the grain maize harvest,
cultivated twice with the ALFA discs, allows you to eliminate ploughing completely
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The Rolmako disc harrow is the result of many years of work
and research on the achievement of the desired angle of
attack of working sections, and the selection of the
appropriate materials and components
so that the machine can cultivate many hectares in a short
time, and the work can be performed without any problems in
accordance with the farmers' assumptions. Many years of
experience of the Rolmako company has allowed
to optimize the various components'
durability, ensuring high performance
and minimum production costs.
Rolmako compact
disc harrow
stands out on the market
of the agricultural machinery due to the use of modern
production techniques, effective selection of suitable steel
and high aesthetic of the construction. All Rolmako machines
are manufactured without compromises and with the
attention upon the details in accordance with ISO 9001:2008
and CE certification.

Compact disc harrows made by Rolmako
are light in traction, offer high surface productivity
providing economic cultivation of the highest quality

Selected rear rollers are available in various diameters.
To the machines working with drills we offer smaller diameter
rollers, conditioned by the desire of getting shorter structure,
so that the drill approximates to the tractor in maximum way.
For stubble machines it is recommended to use rollers of
larger diameters.

Discs with multiple small tines

Moving the machine to the place of destination can be done
on a comfortable tyre roller, this version of the machine is
easy to use reversible on the field and on the road.

Standard operating element with aggressive
tines, can be replaced by a disc that has fine
multiple tines of 510mm or 560mm diameter.
Standard universal before sowing-stubble disc is the best choice
for disc harrow, allows for easy penetration of the machine
and gives the best pruning and mixing effect. On Client's demand
the smooth discs can be mounted.
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Undoubtedly low operating costs per 1/ha of cultivation,
while keeping the most favorable conditions
for the growth and plants development

High quality materials used in the production (hard laser steel, C45 carbon steel, boron steel,
hard wearing steels Hardox and Raex) influence on longer exploitation period of the machine,
less wearing of the construction components and savings on the operating costs

A wide range of options for disc harrows allows you to configure
proper agricultural machine, that is appropriate for your farm
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The roller completes all the operation
and so it is important to choose
it properly, according to the soil
and climatic conditions

Disc harrow 3,0m of mounted version. The machine is
equipped with a rubber roller and coupler for a seeder. In this
configuration the machine weights 1900kg.

Most functions of the disc harrows are based on a hydraulic
systems.

The rear rollers for a disc harrows
are available in various diameters.
On the photo: ring roller with
a diameter of 500mm and 600mm.

From the left: spiral roller 455mm, cogged Packer
roller 550mm, tyre roller 600mm, spring roller 550mm
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48 aggressively
set tilling discs

The drawbar equipped with supporting foot is a standard
equipment for hydraulically folding disc harrows. The
machinery, after finishing their work, can be stored safely in
their folded position not exceeding 3meters in width, that
makes saving the space required to store the unit.

During the time of waiting the harrow is rested on the
supporting foot and on the wheels of the transport carriage
hydraulically operated.

The Rolmako disc harrows are designed to cooperate
with tractors of 95HP ÷ 350HP

Strong arguments: high endurance and strength of welded support frame and
vitality of working elements in the toughest soil conditions
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Clay or sand, dry soil
or very moist, cultivation
in the spring or autumn ...

All machines are CE certified, research on all the products is
carried out by the Industrial Institute of Agricultural
Engineering in Poznan.

Laser technology allows to achieve high precision, similar in
dimensional parameters to the classical mechanical processing.
Production of agricultural machinery components using this
technology makes it possible to fit the elements in highly
accurate way, that has a significant influence on their vitality
during exploitation.

All operating elements of agricultural machinery (cultivator's
tines, harrow's discs, tillage rollers) are painted in powder
paint shops.

…every year our cultivation ground sets
new conditions, so the universal
Rolmako disc harrows are a good choice

The machine ideally suited for after-plough works,
and no-ploughing tillage, also on heavy and stony soils
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Reliable stubble tillage and soil preparation for sowing

Compact construction is an important feature of disc harrow.
The first row of discs is placed very close to the tractor, the
second row is shifted optimally relating to the first one, which
ensures a highly efficient tillage in the entire working width of
the machine.Set of the angle in two rows is identical, which
greatly reduces the pull on the sides. So compact design
ensures a placid and stable operation of the machine behind
the tractor.

Equipping the disc harrow with the drawbar along
with the transport trailer improves unit's stability
during transportation, as well it additionally increases
pressure upon the working elements during the work
Hydraulic depth control provides optimum comfort of usage,
the adjustment is quick and precise thanks to the application
of spacer clips.
Selecting this option is justified, when it is often required to
change the working depth of the working elements.

Compact disc harrow that suits your expectations
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Disc harrow 5.0m with tyre roller and front crossboard

Compact
in all respects

In Rolmako offer
each farmer
can find a disc harrow
suitable for his farm

We invite you to configure the machine customized to your own requirements
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Rolmako proposes to its harrows various types of hitch to the
tractor. Standard for trailed harrows is a turning beam
attached to the front TPH of the tractor. As an option,
Customer can choose the ear or ball hitch Scharmuller.
Main frame - the central point of the tilling machine
The most important element of the tilling machines is the main
frame, where different tillage tools are assembled to. The
Rolmako designers spend a lot of time on developing and
strengthening the frame of the aggregators.

Disc harrows perform proper tillage only at high operating
speeds, so you should pay special attention to the selection
of appropriate machinery relatively to power of the tractor.
Introduced in the technical characteristics minimum power
requirement increases with the adding of associated tools
such as front drag, spring comb.

Both mechanically and hydraulically adjustable drawbars
gives great stability while cultivating and during field rides.

All the mounted disc harrows of 3,5m and more are prepared to
be reconstructed to the trailed version with a drawbar. All the
elements for the trailed disc harrows are made of solid profiles.

Pipe roller is a basic and the most versatile tillage equipment
of the Rolmako agricultural machinery. Roller with a diameter
of 450mm and 500mm consists of 12 oblique strings.

The characteristic compact dimensions,
make it much easier to maneuver the machine on the field
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The use of a tractor with a lower power has a significant impact
on reducing the costs associated with the tilling and sowing work

Small requirements for tractor's power, high working efficiency
and small size for easy transport of the unit these are the
features of the seedbed cultivator that facilitate the work of the
farmer.

Tire roller is characterized by the lowest risk of clogging, even
in wet conditions. This is the right choice especially when we
are dealing with a large variety of soils.

During machine turning, it is not necessary to use hydropack, the whole machine
along with the drill is lifted by hydraulically controlled chassis

It is the best possible option for tractors with less loading power
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Cultivated soil is not equal, depending on the type of soil,
the Rolmako company offers a wide range of supporting tools

For many years, we have been exporting our machines to various
markets of the world, exchange of experience with foreign customers
enables us to offer the solutions, that meet your requirements

Compact disc harrow ensures low tillage costs
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Coupling the disc harrow with a three-point hitch of tractor or a transport hitch
Pneumatic brake
All agricultural machines above 3.5 tons of total weight,
whose users intend to move on public roads, under the
regulations must be equipped with a brake. The
Rolmako company as an option installs brake rear shaft
in the disc harrows.

Weights
Additional weights, which can be used on models with a
rigid frame of 3.0 m, 3.5 m and 4.0m allow you to get the
same weight per meter of working width, as in the bigger
trailed hydraulic folded Rolmako disc harrows. Useful in a
difficult conditions, when the soil is heavily compacted and
dry.

Optional hitching systems
For customers who would like to offload the three-point
hitch of the tractor we offer drawbar with hydraulic
adjustment, which ensures optimum pressure for the
machine and allows to make turns on the field without the
use of drive axle. Optional drawbar is ended with fi 50 eye
or K80 ball hitch of Scharmüller brand.

Transport lightening
Each tilling machine can be equipped with an optional
lighting beam. It is composed of joint rear lights,
clearance lights, warning triangles and warning signs.

Drum brakes, resistant to moisture and dirt. Designed for
heavy harrows under large axial load, required on public
roads for disc harrows weighing more than 3.5 tones.

Optional drawbar point of Ø 50mm eye.

Standard drawbar of the machine ends with
a swinging hitching beam aggregated at two points
of the three point hitch of the tractor.
Hitch Cat. III - 36.6 mm.

Optional drawbar eye fi 50 ensures very close fastening
beside and below the rear axle of the tractor.
This ensures a very beneficial point of pull
and better energy transfer.

Pneumatic brake has a braking force adjustment.

Central frame made of profile 200 x 100 x 10 mm
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The most complete range of compact disc harrows
Front hydraulic drag
(Crossboard)

Hydraulic adjustment of the
working depth

The tool used in no-plow
systems and on the field after
plowing. Drag's tines
eliminate inequalities during
ploughing work in the field or
break clods and compensate
furrows after plough.
The drag is also available
with the mechanical system
of working depth adjustment.

Convenient control of the working
depth of the unit from the tractor cab,
that is mainly useful while the soil
structure is changeable This option is
also available for hydraulic folded
machines (5 control points).
The two hydraulic hoses are
connected to the tractor, the flow
divider controls the five hydraulic
cylinders.

Tyre roller
Weight 210kg / m
Particularly useful for soft
soil of low load-bearing capacity. Thanks to
the special profile tyres leaves a very
good soil surface that reduces erosion. It is
not recommended to use on the rocky soil.

The roller
of the steel rings OFAS
48-52 HRC
Weight 190kg / m
The heavy roller of hardened steel
rings provides an optimum heavy and
dry soil consolidation.
Very good cutting effect. Especially
useful on the rocky soil.

Spiral roller
Weight 80kg/1m.
Specially shaped spiral of the
roller provides optimum preparation
of the soil. Construction enables the
effective cushioning of impacts,
resulting in a long operating life and makes this roller
suitable for harsh conditions.
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Perfectly cut and mixed residual stubble in accordance
with the expectations of the most demanding farmers

We invite you to visit us at the following websites:

www.facebook.com/rolmako
www.twitter.com/rolmako
www.youtube.com/rolmako

more on www.rolmako.com

Rolmako is a company characterized by
the rapid and continuous development,
every year it introduces new solutions
focused on customer needs

Garden version disc harrow
Small overall dimensions allow for comfortable work in fruitgrowing conditions. Working width of 2m, two sections of
discs and a string roller make this machine fully functional
disc harrow, which when coupled with the seeder,
successfully creates a seedbed cultivator designed to work
in the orchard.

Spring comb
The producer installs optionally a bar with a spring comb, after
the disc section, which distributes a straw around the field, not
leaving behind places with a large amount of straw not helpful
for the correct growing.
Trailed disc harrow
Trailed disc harrow is equipped with a drawbar and
a transport carriage. Available working widths are 3.0m, 3.5m,
4.0m, 4.5m 5.0m and 6m. The three last machines are hydraulic
folded. Transport carriage is available in two versions: heavy and
light. The producer may equip the carriage with a twohydrocylinder coupler for seeder.

Tillage rollers for all soil types

Aftercrop seeder for tillage machines
By using this device on the tilling machine soil cultivation and
aftercrop sowing is obtained during one run. The additional
adapter plate is used for mounting the seeder to a cultivator
frame. The seeder allows to regulate a sowing dose easily,
due to the precise batcher scale. The seeder working width
is regulated, upon requirements, the maximum working width
is 6m - for the mustard seeds. The aftercrop seeder ideally
suits for operation with a skimming cultivator or a disc harrow.

Disc harrow 4,5 m / 5,0 m / 6,0 m
The disc harrow with working width 4.5 m, 5.0 m and 6.0 m
is hydraulically folded machine. The machine transport width
is not more than 3m after the arm raise, and it is allowed
to move on public roads. The hydraulically folded harrow
machines are produced in mounted and trailed versions,
with a drawbar and transport trailer.
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The most aggressively adjusted compact disc harrow
Discs ALFA
560 mm x 5 mm

Crossboard with a skid of 150 mm

Disc with
a fine tines
The components of machine are of reputable suppliers origin

Front drag Crossboard
with a reinforced spring.

BKT tyre of 500/50 -17 size.

Roller made of hardened boron steel.
Durability exceeds expectations of a customer.

Innovative ALFA disc of 560mmx5mm.
Crop residues perfect cutting.

Three-sectional flow divider. Ensures
fluent and equal work of a crossboard.

Hydraulic drawbar with an eye for the lower hitch.
Pressure increase of each disc.

SKF maintenance-free hub.
The longest life of the disc
bearing.
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The following information will help in choosing
the right machine.
- working width of 2,7m/3,0m/3,5m/4,0m/4,5m/5,0m/6,0m
- disc harrow 4.0 m occurs in rigid or hydraulically folding
version
- machines with working widths of 4.5m/5,0m/6.0m
are folded hydraulically
- available version of mounted or trailed machines
- transportation trailer on narrow or wide wheels
- coupler for the seeder on frame of the machine of
mounted version or on driving undercarriage of trailed
harrow
- smooth or toothed discs with a diameter of 510 mm or
560 mm, produced in Poland or the Italian OFAS
- the disc hub requiring regular greasing or maintenance
free with no greasing points
- a choice of over dozen rear cultivation rollers
- mechanical or hydraulic working depth adjustment.

Choosing the Rolmako disc harrow
think of optional accessories matched
to your requirements
Other elements of
additional equipment:
comb installed before or
after the preparing roller,
side screens, aftercrop
seeder, front drag available
for trailed aggregates,
transport trailer with
pneumatic brakes, lights.

www.rolmako.com

When choosing the rear
roller for the cultivation
machine you should pay
attention to the conditions
under which it will operate you have also to take into
account the weight of the
roller, which significantly
affects the total weight of the
machine. Standard weights
are specified for machines
with tubular rollers.

Spiral roller (Made in Germany)

Weights are for 1m of roller the table helps in the
calculation of the approximate weight of the machine.

string roller with flat bars
string roller with cogged bars
tubular roller
tubular roller
Packer cogged roller
Packer cogged roller
tubular-ring roller
Crosskill roller
ring roller
ring roller
spring roller
rubber roller
rubber roller
steel ring OFAS roller
spiral roller
sheet metal roller
transport tyre roller

diameter mm weight kg/1m
460
65
460
60
500
70
600
90
460
125
650
180
450
95
400
170
500
100
600
120
470
90
500
180
700
275
600
190
455
80
470
200
600/670
210

Depending on the conditions of soil and used system of cultivation,
the disc harrows are available in various equipment configurations

10-15 km/h is the optimum speed for working passes of the Rolmako disc harrow,
the result is high productivity and reduce of time to a minimum.
Decisive for the economical success is a low fuel consumption and low,
thanks to a rubber shock absorbers, wear of the working items.

Benefits
of Rolmako
compact
disc harrows

● universal application in soil preparation
for sowing, also for aftercrop sowing,
and mixing manure with the soil
● reduced working costs and maximum productivity
● high operating speed and low
power demand
● maximum maintenance comfort, easy adjustment
of working parameters of the machine
● high stability with integrated protection against
stones
● work without clogging up the machine even
having large quantities of straw
● accurate ground tracking and precise
preservation of the desired working depth
for up to 15 cm
● long-term running on the same working elements
● abundant optional equipment allows for flexible
adaptation of the machine to the Client's needs,
allows you to work anywhere and under any
conditions.

Disc harrows' weight* (kg) with non-folding frame
Working width
2,7m
3,0m
3,5m
4,0m
version of the machine
1180
1340
1580
1750
mounted
version of the machine
1940
2180
2350
trailed (drawbar + transport trailer)
version of the machine
2360
2600
2770
trailed (drawbar + transport trailer + coupler for the seeder)

Weight* of hydraulically folded disc harrows (kg)
Working width
4,0m
4,5m
5,0m
6,0m
version of the machine
2450
2650
2840
3200
mounted
version of the machine
3250
3450
3640
4000
trailed (drawbar + transport trailer)
version of the machine
3650
3850
4040
4400
trailed (drawbar + transport trailer + coupler for the seeder)
*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

The flexibility of application, greater speed, cost reduction
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Disc harrow with 3D shock absorber
U-652 machine is a supplement to comprehensive
range of disc harrows from Rolmako. It fills a gap
between the U 693 and U 671 units. Harrow with
the spacing between the rows of discs of 90 cm
and a 3D shock absorber with 35 x 35 mm helix
spring as standard is equipped with OFAS 560 mm
discs, maintenance-free hubs and hydraulic depth
adjustment.

shock absorption
system
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Large space between the discs and a shock absorber with the vibrating
characteristics makes the machine work well in processing crop residues
without the risk of clogging. The machine perfectly fulfills its role not only
on the stubble, but is also suited for preparing the soil before sowing.

U 652 disc stubble harrow is perfectly suited for work following the harvest, machine is equipped
with high quality discs and shock absorbers fulfilling high performance requirements

Each disc is individually protected
against excessive overload with 3D
shock absorber. New system of disc
and frame protection is able to avoid
obstacles and can move in all
directions. Overload system (vibration
during operation) gives the best
penetration effect.

New!

More on www.rolmako.com

Light disc harrow U 622
Light disc harrow is designed for small and medium-sized
farms in which low-power tractors are used. An important
feature of the machine is a short design and reasonable
price.

The machine is remarkable by installation of disks on a
vibrating spring, is the ideal solution for low and medium soil
structure. The harrow excellent copies field surface and
intensively mixes plant residues with the soil. The machine is
available with a working width of 2.5m, 2.7m and 3m. As a
working element can serve the disc of 510mm and 560mm
diameter.

Standard disk hub based
on conical bearings FTŁ Kraśnik
and require lubrication every
150 hectares for 3m working
width.
SKF tapered roller bearings
can be mounted as an option,
which require lubrication
or maintenance-free disc hub
FTŁ and SKF.

Technical parameters
Working width (m)
2.7
3.0
3.5
4.0
Minimum (HP)
Required power
85
95
110
120
Number of discs (pcs.)
20
24
28
32
Weight (kg) *
1035
1150
1320
1480
Disk diameter
510mm or 560mm
Protection
spring shock-absorber
Hub of the disk,
greasable or maintenance-free
Working speed
7-15 km/h
Maximum operating depth
15cm

Light construction and reliable operation
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Small-size harrow combines high-speed surface tillage with
an effective packing. The powerful spring of 13mm x 100mm
size allows discs to drive aggressively deep into the soil. It is
well adapted to the uneven ground, and protects the entire
construction against damage.

While testing the machine based on 2 rows discs mounted on
the protecting spring plow beam, it was found out that it is
comparable to the work done by the machines with rubber
protection, which has been used for many years.

Ø 510 mm
Ø 560 mm

Conception:
- mounted disc harrow
- easy to lift, robust frame of the machine
- the center of gravity close to the tractor
- spring protection
- low level of required power
- competitive purchase price
of the harrow
Light disc harrow of 3m working
width with the tubular roller 500mm
as standard equipment

more on www.rolmako.com
www.google.com/+rolmako

Heavy stubble harrow - U 671
Heavy stubble harrow is well suitable for the cultivation of
stubble and effectively replaces the ploughing. During stubble
cultivation, heavy frame ensures proper weight put on each
disc. Thanks to the perfectly vaulted disc and appropriate set
of disc's attack angle, it is enough to have only one ride of the
machine to get the soil ploughed correctly.

Disc harrow for special tasks, massive with a large space between the discs,
is able to handle whenever the soil dries quickly and it is extremely hard,
and when the classic tools do not perform well

Discs 620mm x 6mm
For maximum strength and durability the discs of large
diameter 620mm and thickness of 6mm are made w
 ith special
heat-treatment. Large size of the disc means more material to
use, that reduces the costs of the machine servicing. Vitality of
the discs is predicted to a few thousand hectares. The large
distance between the rows of discs 105cm guarantees nonblocking operation also in the field of high stubble and plant
residues. Set of the angle of the disc is the same for both rows.

The open frame design ensures a lot of space for tools, the combs control the process of putting the soil back and its grinding

The rubber shock absorber 50mm x 210mm
Thanks to the applying of maintenance-free rubber overload
protection unit, discs are effectively protected from harm on
stony ground. This type of shock-absorption enables an
individual fitting of the discs to the irregularity of the ground, as
well as to maintain a permanent working depth. Applying the
rubber roller of a large diameter significantly increases the
depreciation road of the disc and works well in the most
extreme conditions.

In front of the steel ring roller Ø600mm
a finger comb is installed

On the depth of 5cm to 10cm, the stubble harrow provides
optimal conditions for full-surface tilling
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The high rigidity of the main frame contributes to a long-life use

The use of high-quality materials and oversized key components effects
the extension of durability of the machine

Disc harrow 6.0m equipped
with a hardened steel rings roller,
supporting wheels, finger comb between
the disks and in front of the roller
more on www.rolmako.com

A heavy stubble harrow is a high quality project,
which has been tested in the toughest soil conditions.
The machine's frame, operating elements, the transport
system and hydraulic system has proved it's reliability
during the long tilling tests.

Harrow's arms are folded by 4 massive hydraulic cylinders. Two
of them are protected against unwanted fall-down by the
hydraulic locks.

The arms blocking system is controlled by the hydraulic
cylinder, which ensures safety during transportation.

Massive transport trailer of the machine is constructed of thick-walled profiles of 120x120x10mm section.
Pneumatic brakes and 520/50-17 wheels are standard-equipped in each hydraulic folding machine.
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Very heavy weight of the harrow provides unique
penetration of a soil, even on hard and dry ground
i

The supporting wheels are mounted on trailed harrow as an
option. It affects positively the quality of a crop, as a
stabilizing element in the course of machine operation.

The experience of our staff gained over the years of the production
of disc harrows affected the appearance of design with a larger
disc diameter, maximum aggressive angle of attack
and a new bigger shock absorbers

The shape of a drawbar (high mounted on the machine)
facilitates the entry of machine into the cultivated soil. The
drawbar is available in two versions of length. Tractors
equipped with a double wheels usually work with longer
drawbar.

U 671 disc harrow tillage
after maize harvest
Heavy stubble harrow - version equipped with a tyre roller
600 mm.
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4,0 m trailed heavy stubble harrow

An important feature of U-671 heavy stubble harrow very high pressure
on the cultivated soil per one operating element - as a result the machine
can easily penetrate the ground even in very difficult conditions

U-671 is used for soil cultivation without plowing - less used tractor power means saving fuel the machine is irreplaceable in the cultivation of fallow land

more at www.rolmako.com

www.facebook.com/rolmako

Heavy weight
8000 kg

www.youtube.com/rolmako

www.google.com/+rolmako

www.twitter.com/rolmako

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

www.flickr.com/rolmako

A heavy weight of the machine is used
during tillage operations, a disc harrow
easily gets into the ground in all conditions
more on www.rolmako.com

Heavy stubble harrow is manufactured
for farmers who are looking for massive
and very durable agricultural machinery

U 671 from Rolmako
is the most
powerful
disc harrow
equipped with
top-quality
OFAS
620x6mm discs

more at www.rolmako.com

The large distance between the discs working parts and a
high clearance under the frame of the machine is an important
feature that let us achieving good results on the stubble after
the corn and other difficult crops.

The heavy stubble harrow is equipped with adjustable rear
beam. The system allows for moving the back discs relatively
to the front discs, that gives us the optimal adjustment of the
working section at each stage of the disc's wear.

The disc harrow of 3.0m with 500mm
rubber roller weighs 2450kg, the high
pressure of the plates to the ground causes
that the machine goes into the soil easily

Heavy stubble harrow is the best choice to cultivate when there is much stubble after corn on the field
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U 671 disc harrow is a choice with a very long life without
spare parts replacing designed for the exacting Customers

U 671 machine ensures undercut and crop-residues mixing effect in a one single operation
which is unachievable for competitors even after the operation performed twice.
Hard work on the stubble after grain maize harvest and fallow land tillage
has never been so accurate and effective.
more on www.rolmako.com
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The Rolmako disc harrow operates
easily, despite the heavy soils

Standard pneumatic or optional hydraulic
braking system

Looking at the left-side photo: in the first shot you can see the optional front support wheels; in the second
- handbrake (installed in machines supplied on certain markets); in the third - the roller made of steel rings
(the heaviest one) in combination with a finger comb; in the fourth - the pneumatic brake.
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Machines created
with user safety
in mind

Disc hub (SKF Sweden)
Users of Rolmako disc harrows do not have to worry about the
durability of the bearing units. High-end 7-lip seals in combination
with double row SKF ball bearing is one of the strongest solutions
available on the market.

For transportation, disc harrow with
a width of 3 m is equipped with hydraulic
folding of two extreme discs allowing
the machine to keep the transport
width not exceeding 3.0 m

Bidirectional hydraulic cylinder responsible for folding two
discs of working section.

Safety during transport on the road as one of the most important issues
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Completely equipped

Safe for user

Massive construction

Polish agricultural machinery based
on a high-quality components

U 671 is a series
of disc harrows designed to use
with a high-power tractors
more on www.rolmako.com

Large disc with a diameter of 620mm means more material to use, it makes the
working time of the stubble harrow longer and in combination with a maintenancefree rubber protection and maintenance-free hub, reduces service costs
Specifications
WORKING
WIDTH
3,0 m
3,5 m
4,0 m

POWER
DEMAND(HP)
120
140
160

WEIGHT*
(kg)
2120
2370
2580

Advantages
- discs 620mm x 6mm
- rubber shock-absorber
50mm x 210mm
- maintenance-free disc hubs
- spacing between discs' rows
105cm
- large diameter of tilling rollers.

*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

Finger comb (optional)
The tool is placed between the two rows of the disc sections,
has an adjustable height of work and a pitch. That makes it
possible to control the flow of soils with mixed organic residues
and to improve the distribution of post-harvest straw residue on
the entire surface of the field. The comb can be additionally
mounted between the rear beam with discs and the tillage
roller, thereby can control the flow of cultivation mass onto the
tillage roller.

Maintenance free steel hub of the disc,
FŁT or SKF bearings at the option.
The leg of the disc
is prevented from
shifting on the frame by
three pressings on the
bracket of the shock
absorber

The hub of a disc
Solid leg of the disc is equipped with a maintenance-free hub
with a durable tapered ball bearing mounted on a hardened
axle, making it capable of carrying very heavy loads. Bearing
does not need maintenance (no lubrication points), perfectly
sealed and protected from potential contamination. Standard
double-lip seal has been replaced by the cassette seal.
The working depth adjustment
In the heavy stubble harrow a simple mechanical depth
adjustment is used, the setting of this parameter is done
without use of any tools.
Large space between the roller and the discs,
allows for installation of large diameter rollers

As a standard the heavy disc
harrow is equipped with a
hitching beam

The heavy disc harrow will manage with any stubble
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All the Rolmako disc harrows combine durability
and exceptional performance with a low operating costs
Cultivation on the maize
stubble field…

... the field after one operation
by the harrow U 671

All the machines are designed and manufactured by Rolmako under the strict quality
and testing control, which ensures that a farmer gets the most elaborated product
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The most important objective in the design of U-671
disc harrow was to obtain the angle of a disc attack
ensuring the maximum cover of an aftercrop residues.
Numerous tests have shown that the design met
the task for 100%.
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The figures speak for themselves: 6m
operating width, main frame made of
300mm x 300mm x 12mm section profile,
weight of the standard-equipped machine
is more than 6000kg, 48 discs of 620mm x 6mm…

.… with a very aggressive angle of attack,
1050mm spacing between the discs,
large diameters of the rear rollers,
productivity of cultivation is over 8 ha/h

Roller Ø 600 is made of strong thick-walled tube. The roller
consists of 12 strings.

Adjustable rear beam with discs - changing the rear beam
towards the front one is quick and easy to use.

Technical parameters

Working width (m)
Power requirement (hp)
Number of discs (pcs)
Weight (kg)*
Diameter of discs (mm)
Working speed (km/h)

*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.

5,0 m H
200
40
5400

6,0 m H
240
48
6000
620
7-15
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Heavy stubble harrow U-671 PRO

Modification contribute to better operating fluidity
which results positively to the the final result

Heavy stubble harrow U-671 PRO with trailer section
moved in front of the double roller

The elongated drawbar designed
to work with tractors equipped
with double wheels

Plenty of space between the discs and the tandem roller
is just one of the many advantages of the machine
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Heavy stubble harrow available
in two versions U-671
Standard and U-671 PRO

U 671 Standard
harrow

Common features:
Central frame section
- 300 mm x 300 mm x 12 mm

Disc hub
- maintenance-free

Disc
- 620 mm x 6 mm

Shock absorber
- rubber cylinder with diameter of 50mm x 210 mm

Brake
- pneumatic or hydraulic

Wheels
- 520 / 50-17

Differences:

1
2
3
U-671 PRO harrow

Transport axis of
U-671 behind roller / U 671 PRO in front
of the roller
Working depth
U 671 mechanical / U 671 PRO hydraulic
Standard rear roller
U-671 pipe roller / U 671 PRO tandem roller
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While working with disc harrow U-671 PRO forces affecting the tractor are significantly
lower, harrow can work with tractors with less weight. Machine handles in more stable
manner while its the working outcome remains very similar.

While working on the field the rollers have been designed to fluctuate
slightly thereby ensure optimal ground tracking
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In heavy stubble harrow U-671 PRO the mass distribution has been improved.
More evenly distributed center of gravity resulting in better work output.
Double roller perfectly mix the soil after intensive cutting performed by two rows of discs.
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High weight, strong and durable shock absorbers, aggressive
pitch angle of the leg, maintenance free hub and large discs all this together in one machine makes the harrow Rolmako
U-671 PRO very effective tool for cultivating.

Technical specifications
Working width
Minimum power requirement (hp)
Number of discs (pcs.)
* Weight (kg)

5,0 m H
200
40
6400

Disc diameter (mm)
Working speed (km/h)
*) Weight of the machine with standard equipment.

6,0 m. H
240
48
7200
620
7-15

Hydraulic adjustment of the working depth is standard in PRO version
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U 671 PRO

New generation
of disc harrows

Strong interest in the heavy disc harrow U-671 PRO has resulted in its next installment. Third generation
of this machine is the result of many years of experience and collaboration with customers around the world.
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Solutions implemented in U-671 PRO harrow prove its precedence
over other presented by Rolmako disc harrows

Presenting the U 671 PRO model we cease to be modest. Disc harrow
can successfully compete with the most expensive machines from premium brands,
outperforming the majority of its rivals.

The double U-ring rolller with a self-cleaning effect, characterized by the lowest coefficient of stickiness
it is also less prone to blockages. Roller operation provides very good crushing effect.
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Transfer of the transporting axle in front of rear rollers
carries a number of benefits, it allows you to mount rollers
in tandem and translates favorably to handling with the
machine on the road and during work in the field.

PRO version characterizes with even greater weight. Extra
kilograms results in a stronger pressure of to cultivated land.
High ground clearance between the beams allows operation
in harsh environments with extreme amount of crop residues.

The mounting position of transport axis has positive effect on the mass distribution in the machine. The pressure
on the drawbar during transport is lower, thus the forces affecting the tractor linkage are significantly reduced.
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Increased weight of the machine altogether with the most effective tillage tools
provide an effective outcome, regardless of the conditions that prevail on the field

U-671 PRO harrow is a very good option for farmers choosing ploughless tillage,
the machine offers the best cover and mixing of crop residues,
even at low working depths
more at www.rolmako.com

More pictures at www.instagram.com/rolmako

Central frame section made
of 300x300x12mm profile

Rotating elements in drawbar hitch
are equipped with heavy-duty bushings
and require no lubrication

540 m
mm
m diamet
diameter
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U-ring roller

The beam
beam is mou
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b
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The most important modification concerns the rear rollers, which were divided into three sections.
The middle section overlaps on the right and left ones, which allows cultivation across the entire
width without any intervals between the rollers sections.
Functions and terrain adjustment capabilities
have not been affected.

The machine is equipped with a hydraulic
depth adjustment as standard

User friendly and faster
qualitative soil cultivation

The possibility to mount a double roller significantly increases cultivation outcome
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U-671 PRO harrow even under unfavorable working
conditions operating directly after combine perfectly covers
agricultural crop residues, so subsequent passes are not
needed - the effect shown in the picture. The unit saves time
and prevents many problems that could arise when using
other machines.

Effective protection system preventing the arm sections from
falling by the hydraulic uni-directional piston has not been
given up.
The entire series of Rolmako heavy disc harrows was
designed to work with powerful tractors, as the best work
effect is visible at high working speeds.

U-671 PRO disc harrow is the final result of vast company's
experience in the design and manufacturing of machines for
cultivation - the unit shows the best result on stubble, crop
residue cover ratio is higher than in lighter machines with
less aggressive setting of the working sections.

U-ring roller is available as solo and in tandem. In tandem
version U-profiled rings overlap themselves and protect the
roller from clogging. In the solo version manufacturer equips
the roller with drag, which also effectively prevents from
blockages during operation.

III or IV category of tractor hitch. In cooperation with
the tractor with a power over 240 hp, machine must be
used with a hitch ending with diameter
of 50 appropiate to the fourth category.
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Ask your local dealer Rolmako U671 PRO

Hitch device ZB-582
All of the Rolmako coupling devices
In agricultural machinery in trailed version
have a type ZB-582 hitch, which meets
the requirements of the EU Comission
Delegated Ordinance (EU) 2015/208 valid
in the EU approval procedure.
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www.linkedin.com/company/rolmako

Hydraulic and pneumatic hoses can be plugged into the socket
on the machine during the parking time.

U-671 harrow is designed for fast and efficient soil
preparation at speeds of 15 to 20 km / h. Easy penetration
into the soil the machine owes its proper weight distribution.
Experiments have shown that a higher ground clearance
Of the frame offers greater opportunities for the user,
especially when working with large plant residues.

The rear row
of discs is equipped
with left/right
position adjustment

Rolmako - Polish manufacturer of agricultural machinery offers modern
solutions in the field of agricultural technology and much more ...
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U-671 PRO with the transport carriage
in front of the roller

The steel ring 600mm roller (hardness of 48-52 HRC)
For the production of this roller we use the same technology
as for the production of discs for harrows. All of the roller
rings are made of boron steel, which is subjected to a
tempering process. Thus, the roller of the steel rings works
well under all circumstances, also on the very stony fields.

U-671 machine dedicated to the cultivation
and processing of fallow after the harvest

Technical parameters

Type
U 671 standard
U 671 standard
U 671 PRO
U 671 PRO

WIDTH (m) *TRACTOR POWER (hp))
4,0 H
160
4,5 H
180
4,0 H
160
4,5 H
180

** WEIGHT (kg)
4600
4900
5400
5800

* minimum power requirement can be much higher depending on optional components
and soil conditions.

In 671standard disc harrow with
the transport carriage behind rear roller

New ring design in the steel ring 600 mm roller with a hardness of 48-52 HRC
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To summarize the entire offer of Rolmako disc harrows - key factor in the selection of a proper machine
is the power and lifting capacity of the tractor. All weights are given for machines with standard
equipment and in specific cases could increase even by 30%.
While choosing the machine many questions could arise:
- What kind of machine to choose from: U 693, U 622 and U 671?
- Traditional disc bearing or maintenance-free hub?
- Mounted or trailed version?
- Standard or heavy duty front drag?
- Rubber or ring rear roller?

Before making a decision it is useful to contact Rolmako employee,
who will willingly share with you his/hers proffesional knowledge
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Cultivator for ploughless tillage
Multifunctional
tillage cultivator - U 436
Multifunctional tillage cultivator is a combination of tillage
tools without plowing the soil. The machine is an alternative
to a plough. Thanks to its structure provides tillage flexibility.
Wide range of applications include shallow stubble treatment,
intensive mixing of plant remains with the soil at medium
depths and deeper soil loosening. This is achieved due
to the fact that different working elements are used.
Cultivator is produced in two versions of protection: spring
beam or spring protection Non-Stop.
The machine ensures stable operation at a given depth,
thorough mixing of crop residues and soil aeration.

A special feature of the cultivator is its working tools flexibility.
The machine can easily be equipped with coulters of various
shapes and thus optimally adapted to different needs.
On a three beams are mounted tines that allow working
in different conditions, at different depths from 5cm to 30cm.

Stubble tillage,
seedbed preparation,
deep loosening

The universal machine suited to your needs
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Economic benefits arising
from the purchase
of the no-ploughing
cultivator for farming
the soil:
- reasonable purchase price
of the new disc harrow
in relation to its quality
Performing both shallow and deep cultivating using only one
device, allows for saving in the area of investment and
operating costs.
Equipped with the ploughshare with cutting wings, the
Rolmako cultivator perfectly fulfills its role during the initial
shallow cultivation.

- reducing the time
needed for tillage
- savings in fuel consumption
- reducing the costs of
operation (spare parts,
maintenance)
- total costs of cultivation
may be reduced
by 50% relatively to the
traditional cultivation
treatments.

The clearance of 95cm under the frame, the space of 80cm
between the beams and the large distance of the roller from
the working parts allows for fast and aggressive tillage. The
cultivator's tine is optimized for mixing and pulling force.

Stronger, compared to traditional cultivators, overload
spring, is designed to operate on large working depths.
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Cultivator for no-plough tillage
allows multistage, shallow and deep soil
loosening. Heavy cultivator cuts
aggressively into the soil, ripping it
and providing it's better fertility.

Cultivators operate better when coupled with tractors of more
power than the minimum needed, it allows to cultivate with a
high working speed, achieving the best results of tillage.

Multifunctional tillage
cultivator in the most
selectable configuration
equipped with a safety
spring, universal stubble
and no-plough tine (after
disassembly of the blades)
and the ring roller
Multifunctional cultivator of 3m working width, all the elements
beyond the outline of 3m shall be fold during the operation at
the drive-time on the road so that the machine does not exceed
the permissible transport width.

Heavy no-plough tillage cultivator, which displaces ploughing operation
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The cultivator is definitely more versatile than traditional twobeam stubble cultivators, three rows of teens provide the
highest quality work. Working elements are optimized in
terms of the demand for power and fuel consumption.

The tines of the machine are made in Germany with a special
concern for the quality of steel and heat treatment technology,
which has a positive impact on the durability of the working
bodies.

Solid construction
of the frame allows
aggregation of the
cultivator with a tractors
of high pulling power.
Complete tillage is carried
out through a combination
of the three working
elements: tines, discs
and finishing roller.

Multifunctional cultivator for no-plow tillage
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Simplifications in the cultivation of the soil is used to
reduce the amount of tillage compared to the ploughing
system. In order to reduce costs in the farm you need an
agricultural equipment, which will eliminate at least one
or several stages of plant cultivation. Multifunctional
cultivator is exactly such a machine, that reduces costs
and eliminates the need of traditional ploughing.
Simplified cultivation technology is especially suitable
before sowing of the plants sensitive to soil compaction,
such as oilseeds, peas, sugar beet. Purchase of a
universal machine additionally allows to reduce
expenditures connected with servicing and maintenance
of agricultural machinery.

The Rolmako agricultural machinery at work
www.youtube.com/rolmako

We invite you to visit us at:
www.facebook.com/rolmako

www.twitter.com/rolmako

Aggregate for soil cultivation without plowing with tyre-transport roller
manages very well in difficult humid conditions, where for the most
machines smooth cultivation is impossible
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The 3-beam cultivator is designed so that it can be used both
on shallow and deep soil cultivation (up to 25 cm). The tool
spacing of 80 cm provides smooth operation without
congestion and good mixing effect, disc section with
adjustable slope angle levels the upper layer of the soil after
coulter's work. Contour discs are standard equipment, their
task is to prevent the formation of ridges.

The latching beam simplifies hanging
the machine on a 3-point hitch
system.

Aggregate with a width of 3m,
securing spring beam,
11 working elements, leveling section
consists of 8 discs.

The spring beam is designed to be used with different working
parts, thanks to its shape provides a very good soil flow and
mixing effect.
Rotatable coulter (5cm-10cm) is used for even and intensive
placement of straw in the middle layer of the soil. Provides very
good mixing at small and medium-depth work.
Stubble coulter 170 mm or 260mm (3cm-8cm) designed for
shallow stubble cultivation and preparation of the area for spring
sowing.
Heart-shaped coulter (5cm-12cm) must be applicable while
hammering into the hard soil and crushes perfectly in difficult
conditions.
Narrow coulter (up to 25 cm) is at the disposal for soil deep
loosening.

Cultivator is based on a stable
3-beam frame.
The frame is adapted to longterm use in harsh environments
of work.

Working elements based on the spring beam

Spring
beam

Reversible
coulter

Stubble
coulter 170mm

Stubble
coulter 260mm

Heart-shaped coulter

Working elements for each treatment

Spring comb
Spring comb (option) is mounted behind preparing roller,
through slight swinging movements causes a further leveling
of the soil.

Narrow
coulter
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Extensive testing in the most demanding conditions makes that the
Rolmako stubble cultivators are world-class machines

The main advantage of the multifunctional stubble cultivator
is the possibility of applying it to the shallow and deep soil
tillage. The benefits of no-tillage technology are the reduction
of the number of working rides and significant increase of
productivity, compared to the traditional plowing. It is also
adapted for traditional tillage.

Multifunctional stubble
cultivator is an ideal tool
for simplified tillage
technology, it is also
adapted to conventional
cultivation.
Cultivator in the trailed version is equipped with a tyre-transport
roller, that functions as the chassis. The machine is raised to
the transport position by hydraulic cylinders that also control
the working depth.

Multifunction cultivator is an ideal tool for simplified tillage
technology, it is also adapted to conventional tillage
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Cultivation without plowing of the soil gives very significant economic
benefits, during single ride of the machine, the field is prepared for
sowing, which is equivalent to saving time and fuel. As a final result, the
choice of simplified methods of cultivation leads to an improvement of
soil fertility and achievement of crop increase.

Loosening the soil should be as deep as
it is necessary and as shallow as it is possible

Aggregate for ploughless cultivation of the soil in trailed version with
the tyre-transport roller and hydraulic depth adjustment of work
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Multifunctional tillage cultivator allows better exploiting of the
tractor through higher speed and larger working width of machine
used by the same tractor. This allows to increase productivity by
at least 30% compared to the ploughs.

Working
elements
of spring
protection
Non-stop

0

15 cm
25 cm*
30 cm**
*) version of the machine hinged
**) version of the machine half-hinged

Advantages of cultivation without plowing
the soil:
- an improvement of soil structure, better
protection from erosion and soil compaction.
- resignation from plowing allows to achieve
higher efficiency, it is easier to keep
optimum agronomic terms and till
a greater acreage at the same time
- resignation from using a plough
on light soils contributes to a greater
soil moisture
- significant reduction of cultivation
costs, less fuel consumption,
lower costs of exploitation
of the machine.

The best choice
for various
applications
Working depth

6-15 cm

6-30 cm

Tillage tool width

35 cm

8 cm

Purpose:
(Undercutting blades are designed
for operation at depths of up to 15 cm)

seedbed
preparation,
stubble
skimming

deep
loosening,
plowless
tillage

Perfect alternative to a plough
Technical factors
Working width (m)
Weight* (spring beam)
Weight* (spring NON-STOP)
Power requirement (hp)
Number of tines (psc)
Security

2,6
3,0
3,5
4,0
1390
1525
1760
1985
1485
1690
1955
2210
105
125
150
170
9
11
13
15
spring beam or
spring NON-STOP
Preparing roller type
string roller with flat bars, string
roller with cogged bars, Packer
cogged roller, tubular-ring roller,
spring roller, rubber roller, spiral
roller, tyre transport roller
*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.
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U638 multi-purpose subsoiler

... much more than ordinary subsoiler

U638 subsoiler is another proposal from Rolmako of universal tillage machine used for soil treatment during early autumn
and during the spring after stubble cultivation that includes proper soil areation and regeneration

U638 subsoiler
tines are
characterized
by the greatest
resistance
to wear, which
is possible
by using
the best
materials
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Versatility unattainable by any other
cultivation equipment
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Our agricultural machinery allow for faster and more efficient work and minimizing maintenance costs

U 638
U638 is subsoiler dedicated to the needs of modern
agriculture, it accompanies farmer in work related to the
complex seedbed preparation. The machine comes in
standard with double spring protection and working
elements made from cemented carbide.

Multipurpose subsoiler
for soil aeration
and postharvest
work

Subsoiler and cultivator
altogether in one
tillage machine

Mulching roller is mounted as an option, its working depth is set
independently, with respect to the roller located behind it.
Necessary settings are performed quickly, accurately and
stepless by using a crank. Roller is aggressively mixing soil with
straw in the deeper layers of the ground. By crushing clods it
retains soil quality as after the preparation for sowing.

Mulching roller due to
the high number of teeth
and their spiral arrangement
its performance and quality
of work does not differ from
the rollers working in tandem
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Atlas working elements with cemented carbide in standard equipment
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Depending on the installed working elements U638 subsoiler
can perform various cultivating works

ATLAS
tines
Subsoiler U 638 is equipped with a mechanical protection safeguarding the machine with double spring.
In case of encountering an obstacle, a spring clamps, allowing the tine to deflect.
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Soil compaction below the working depth of the plow is a problem that
can not be underestimated. Mentioned issue builds up in time and is associated
with using increasingly heavier tractors and agricultural machinery causing
increased clumping of the soil.

Stubble cultivation / skimming
Optional wing shares (400mm), like all the working parts of the
U-638 system are equipped with cemented carbide, the
machine stands out not only in terms of durability, but as well
as in terms of the quality of work with harvest residues. Setting
of mulching roller allows to mix the ground with straw together.

Soil structure is heavily reduced, it is too poorly oxygenated and the income from the cultivation decreases.
With the help comes Rolmako subsoiler that through deep loosening allows oxygen to penetrate into the lower
layers of the soil. Weed numbers are significantly reduced and the increase in yield is achieved.

Working width 3.5 m

11 Atlas tines

Cutting the soil / loosening
Depending on the preceding crops and the land type, soil can
be loosened at a depth ranging from 15 cm to 35 cm. For this
operation lacing runners with cemented carbide can be used.
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Highest quality plow parts
allow you to reduce the cost
of soil preparation
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The machine with
the lowest power demand
on one operating element.

Atlas tine in standard
includes a chisel, runner
and plow beam cover.
Side wing shares are optional.

The strongest
spring protection
available from Rolmako
offer suitable even
for the most demanding
conditions.

Technical parameters

WIDTH (m) NUMBER OF TEETH (pcs.) * Tractor power (HP) ** WEIGHT (kg)
2,5
7
100
1500
3,0
9
130
1700
3,0
9 (7+2)
130
1720
3,5
11
160
1985
3,5
11 (9+2)
160
2000
4,0
13 (11+2)
190
2300
* Minimum power requirement can be much higher depending on accessories and soil conditions.
** Weight of the machine equipped with additional mulching roller.

500 mm
mulching roller
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Double spring stone protection
is standard in the
U638 machine

Plow parts
-side wing share
-chisel
-runner
-plow beam cover

All wearing components
of the Atlas tine are finished
with the cemented carbide,
also mentioned parts are additionally
welded in order to extend the life
and reduce the time needed
to servicing the machine.

Ideal tool for loosening and crushing hardened ground
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Subsoiler U 632 with coupler and strong ATLAS tine
The machine equipped as standard with a
couplerto the rotary harrow or other tillage
machine, overload protection with a strong
double spring, ATLAS tine with welded
operating elements and built in cemented
carbide.

ATLAS tine

Top wear resistance, side wing shares (option)
Massive frame built from 140x140x10 /
100x100x8 mm profile ensures the durability
and structural rigidity of the construction. Open
center of the subsoiler frame allows the transfer
of power to the accompanying machine.

Functionality of U 608 subsoiler combined with the durability
of working elements known from U 638 unit

New!

More on www.rolmako.com

Subsolier - U 602
The subsoiler is used to grind and loosen the soil in order
to improve its physical and biological properties. It fluffs the
soil layer unaffected by plowing and makes it more receptive
to hydration and ventilation, effecting in an increased growth
of plant roots. Subsoiling reduces the depth of plowing for
several years, which means a considerable saving of fuel and
time. Subsoiling allows the fertilizer to sink into deeper soil
layers. The best motivation for applying this procedure are
patches of water that appear on the fields during springtime.
In order to obtain a good crushing, subsoiling should be
performed when the soil is dry enough. In case of too much
moisture, the soil is smeared and there is no crushing
of lumps.

Protection
Technical parameters
bolt
hydraulic
width
number
power
weight*
weight*
(m)
of discs requirements (hp) (kg)
(kg)
1,6
2
75
490
620
1,6
3
100
575
775
3,0
4
125
880
1180
3,0
5
150
970
1345
3,8
7
210
1320
1845
Working depth
max 70 cm
*) weight of the standard-equipped machine.
Additional equipment
width (m)
pipe roller
1,6
168
3,0
295
3,8
390

The subsoilers offered by Rolmako consist of two, three, four,
five or seven tines. The tines are standard-protected with a
bolt, which tears off when hits the obstacles hidden in the
ground. The subsoiler is also manufactured as a non-stop
version with the hydraulic overload protection. The entire
device is installed within a frame, equipped with a threepoint
hitch system. On client's request, the producer can also install
a string pipe roller and Twin Disc.

In parts of machines, which are aggregated with the TPH of
the tractor, tempered sleeves are mounted. Thus, these
elements are characterized by high resistance to hole
breaking.

Chisels made o
 f high quality HARDOX steel,
resistant to abrasion and strong surface pressure

Deep loosening specialist

Weight (kg)
Packer roller Twin Disc roller
214
350
389
620
512
810

Benefits of subsoiling:
- higher crops
- a better root development
- regulation of water management through better penetration
and greater water capacity of the soil
- elimination of the risk of fungal diseases
- possibility of early sowing
- reduction of pollutants in soil
- costs reduce of pre-winter plowing by its shallowing
- positive impact on crops in subsequent years.
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Strong and durable main frames are
the most distinct feature of the
Rolmako agriculture machinery

Subsoiler with Twin Disc roller.
The roller is constructed of
corrugated plates with a
diameter of 470mm
The HydroX subsoiler is a strongly built construction, the
machine is suitable for heavy work at depths up to 70cm.

In the Hydrox subsoiler a hydraulic cylinder, coupled with
hydraulic-gas accumulator, plays a role of a safety device.
Depending on the pressure prevailing in the system, the
force changes, when it increases, the working unit rises up.

Hydraulic overload protection makes it possible to adjust the
strength of the tine's release. It's enough to increase or
decrease the pressure (factory machine set is 150 bar), that
allows you to work in the toughest conditions.

Disc roller Twin Disc is one of the options of rear rollers that
prepares the soil and maintains the set working depth.

Subsoiler has a double overload protection
in the form of a hydraulic accumulator, that absorbs the force
acting on the tine after exceeding the set pressure,
moreover, subsoiler is equipped with overload valve that
protects the frame and the working elements against damage
in a critical situation.

Hydraulic non-stop protection
allows to operate smoothly without
the necessity of stopping the tractor
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Simple and unique technical solutions
assure precise work, easy operation
and high efficiency

High quality of components and hydraulic non-stop protection allow for the service
of the subsoiler without wasting the time that is required to change the security screws

Subsoiler allows to overcome obstacle with a gentle return
of the tine, which results in avoiding hitting the obstacle

more on www.rolmako.com

Designed to break the plough sole
and improve soil structure
Economical tillage,
with a view to saving
time and money

Tine of subsoiler
Machine with a working width of 3m occurs in two
versions, may be equipped with 4 or 5 tines. The
working elements consist of 30mm thick plough beam
with a welded hardened rod with a diameter of 30mm,
which protects the plough beam against excessive
wear and resisting HARDOX chisel. Subsoiler's tine is
adjusted for extra equipping with drainage balls.

Coupler for the tillage machine
The subsoiler is equipped with a coupler for the
machine, which allows subsoiling in combination with
a disc harrow or rotating harrow, or other machines
equipped with a three-point hitching system to the
tractor.

Rolmako tillage set
The machine presented in the pictures is a combination
of subsoiler with a compact disc harrow of 3.0 m working
width equipped extra with a heavy rubber roller. Weight
of the machine connected to the subsoiler's hitching
arms is 1800 kg. The disc harrow's roller is responsible
for the stability of work and the maintenance of depth of
cultivation. The subsoiler loosens the soil below the
depth of ploughing, discs perform work related to postharvest tilling.

Symmetrically spaced tines of the subsoiler
The Rolmako subsoilers, contrary to the V-shaped
machines, allows for better loosening of the soil by
setting the tines on one cross beam. The soil is lifted at
the same time across the entire width of the tilling. The
top layer of soil is not mixed and plant residues are left on
the surface as before drive of the subsoiler. Thanks to
this the cultivation area is protected against erosion and
adverse weather conditions.

more on www.rolmako.com

The Rolmako subsoiler divides the soil in the deeper layers, prevents the soil from packing,
positively effects on the rootage economy

Hydraulic overload protection
In the HydriX version each tine of the subsoiler is
equipped with a hydro cylinders. The hydrocylinders
through the wires are connected to a battery, which is
responsible for the maintenance of specific force of
declination of the tine from an obstacle. When the
subsoiler encounters an obstacle, hydraulic oil flows to
the battery, thus closing the cylinder, which after passing
the obstacle goes back to the working position.

Supporting wheels
For accurate depth control the subsoiler can be
equipped with rubber wheels with variable control
(available for version with 2 and 3 tines). For larger
machines, instead of wheels the copying element
can be one of the tilling rollers, available in the
Rolmako offer.

Strong, high-quality construction of the machine
Compact frame made of 140x140x10 profiles
strengthened by numerous reinforcements makes the
subsoiler a tool for heavy-duty. Hardened bushings of the
tine holders and plow beams avoid fixing-holes attrition.
The tine is secured against overload by M20 screw, and in
case of hydraulic version the gas accumulator provides
smooth work.

Twin disc roller
The machine can be optionally equipped with a rear
roller. It makes possible to control the working depth of
tillage. The traditional rollers like pipe or packer are
available, as well the aggressive twin disc roller
Ø470mm with two rows of corrugated discs.

In our soil, which is already loosened by the subsoiler, access
of air and water is improved, and moreover the plant rooting is easier

Modern subsoiler Non-stop HydroX
(most durable hydraulic overload protection)

Mechanical or hydraulic system
of tine protection against overload

The Rolmako subsoilers are designed to meet the demands of
hard soil and possibilities of modern tractors. Numerous
strengthen on the frame of the machine, solid tower of the
three-point hitch system, makes the machine tough and
resistant to overcharges.
Hydraulic accumulator of high capacity takes all big impacts
exerted on the machine.

Subsoiler with double disc roller
The chisel made of wear-resistant steel makes the easy
insertion of the tooth into the ground, the Hardox steel
guarantees a long operating period.

The Rolmako subsoilers are designed to work with tractors of 75HP ÷ 350HP

more on www.rolmako.com

Effective at work and economical in exploitation tillage techniques

Soil subjected to constant technological treatment (plowing,
transportation, reaping) is constantly kneaded, and thus does
not allow water to penetrate the lower layers. The use of the
Rolmako subsoiler significantly improves the microclimate in the
soil (greater number of retained moisture and ventilation), so
that better crop yield is achieved.

more on www.rolmako.com

Rolmako hydraulic subsoilers are structurally reliable machines,
ready to work on a large agricultural farm. Hardox chisels have
a durability guarantee.
Machines, that have four or more tines, are equipped with two
hydro-accumulators to protect the subsoiler against damage.

Subsoilers with the coupler for the connection to the another
machine is designed for heavy duty tractors on the rear hitch.
The combination of the two tools allows you to perform two
operations at one ride.

Overload protections allows you to adapt the machine to the growing conditions thanks
to the adjusting of the force required to deflect the tine while meeting of obstacles

more on www.rolmako.com

The subsoilers equipped with hitching mechanism can be
coupled with various machines and rollers. This solution
allows to optimize and improve the tillage result.

Subsoiler is designed in such a way that it
can deviate a few tines at once, to prevent
breakage when the soil contains large obstacles

more on www.rolmako.com

Bothering water slacks on your field, its cause
is the excessive concentration that does not
allow water to penetrate deeper. The Rolmako
company has prepared a wide program of the
machines that quickly solve the problem of
excessive water residual on the field's surface.
As a result of the subsoilers work, all the water
is absorbed by the soil, and crops grow well and
steadily.

Easy adjustment of oil pressure in the
hydraulics system to the prevailing soil conditions

Control of the depth on the supporting wheels or string roller

more on www.rolmako.com

Options of operating elements
Tines for universal subsoiler U 602
straight tine
with a chisel 100mm

straight tine with
a chisel 250mm

- 30mm plough beam
- 30mm hardened rod covering
the plough beam
- chisel made of hardox steel
- drainage's balls are mounted as an option

- 30mm plough beam
- 30mm hardened rod covering
the plough beam
- chisel made of hardox steel
- drainage's balls are mounted
as an option

Chisel is available of 100mm width as
standard, and narrow version of 70mm
width as an option, which is designed
for very hard compact soils, where
the work with subsoiler is rather difficult.

Tine with cutters designed for
light and medium soil work

Deflected tine Michel type

for subsoiler
U 608, U 614, U 619
- 15mm plough beam
- changable cover
for plough beam secure
- chisel made of boron steel
- no possibility of drain balls
are mounting

A wide range of equipment for the machine with different versions of tines
to adjust the subsoiler to soil conditions and expected results

100mm width

70mm width

HARDOX
High quality operating elements in combination with a massive
frames form the powerful machines for deep loosening work

more on www.rolmako.com

Subsoiler U 602 with straight tine and 300 mm wide wing chisel
Next to a chisel with
standard width of 100 mm
our subsoiler can be ordered
also with straight tine
ended with 300 mm
wing chisel (optional)

Straight tine
with 300 mm chisel
-plough beam
30 mm wide
-replaceable cover
protecting the plough beam
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-boron steel chisel
-drainage balls mounted
as an option

Rear pipe roller or supporting wheels* responsible for keeping the correct depth during operation
(manufacturer recommends ordering with rear tillage roller, the full range of rollers available from our offer)
*) supporting wheels available for subsoilers of 1,6 m. width.

Well proven subsoiler with a new tine

More on www.rolmako.com

Worth trusting tillage machines

Metal sheet processing is done with a precise carve,
shears and press brakes numerically controlled .
The CNC machines guarantee high quality of cutting
and repeatability of production.

Thick-walled sections form the basis of the Rolmako
cultivation machinery construction. During designing
the machines, a particular attention is paid to
the construction materials selection, so that
durability is their undeniable advantage.

Only employees with a minimum of 10 years'
experience weld elements with semi-automatic
MIG/MAG machines. Every weld on the frame of the
machine is done precisely, and the welds are
abundant and robust. An important element is the
high aesthetics of the weld.

Professional preparation of metal surfaces by shotblast cleaning and a up-to-date powder coating
in conjunction with the best paint, guarantees
the highest quality of the paint coating. The paint
is cured at high temperature of 200 °C.

Affordable prices, low operating costs
Compact design, strong machinery construction
Working parts from renowned producers
Durable overload protection
Simultaneous tillage and aftercrop sowing
Movable disc parts, mounted on solid hubs
Low demand for pulling power, low fuel
consumption
Many additional options to adjust the machine
for all requirements
more on www.rolmako.com

Subsoiler U 608, U 614, U 619

U614 subsoiler standard
accessories include 4
wheels to set the working depth,
adjustments are made by
the stepless screw

Subsoiler (U-614)
3,0 metre, 6 tines

Subsoiler U 608 is an extremely versatile soil loosener, the use
of which has special economic justification when combined with
rotary harrows.

Thanks to the V-shaped frame
excellent stability and a perfect
dispersion of mechanical stresses
during operation can be achieved

Subsoiler with the V-frame (U-614)
designed for the best penetration
of the soil
Optimized tine geometry in a new series of Rolmako subsoilers.
Tine entering the ground loosens it without adverse effects,
positively affecting the soil structure.

Two-row subsoiler

U 614

U 608

Its concept is aimed at how to best distribute the water in order to improve the growth of plant roots

U 619
more at www.rolmako.com
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Two rows of tines,
double effectiveness
of loosening.
Two-row subsoiler is equipped with Michel tine
and requires less tractor power by placing
them one after the other (less force needed for the back tine).
Recommended back rollers to the subsoiler U-619 (pictured at the top - Twin Disc):
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Most agressive
Twin Disc
roller

Subsoiler U 619 was specifically designed to carry out the complete field work improving water soaking in a single pass.
Compact construction with two rows of Michel tines allows you to loosen the ground without its deconstruction.
Double disc roller in the back completes the work of the machine by cutting and mixing
to leave the soil perfectly prepared for subsequent cultivation operations.
more at www.rolmako.com

U608 subsoiler frame is adapted
for free passage for PTO.
Subsoiler is compatible
with power harrows as well
as passive cultivaton machines.
The open frame construction
allows you to transmit the power
by shaft on accompanying active
machine. This is possible due
to the integral three-point
linkage arrangement
in subsoiler.
Due to the final result
we recommend using U608
subsoiler in combination
with short disc harrows eg.
compact disc harrow U-693
from Rolmako.

The concept of the Michel tine
Thanks to the curved working elements subsoiler can
penetrate the ground more easily and break deep hard soil
top layer so that it could hold moisture better. Undercut
ground is slightly lifted up, then returns to its place, the soil is
better loosened compared with conventional straight tine.
Tine shape ensures unified surface cutting of the soil across
the entire width.

Thanks to the Rolmako subsoiler deeper root growth occurs, air and mineral fertilizers
transmission to the deeper layers of soil is also increased

Other tools for crop cultivation
can also be easily hitched
with subsoiler, and at the same
time have a very simple
adjustment of the working depth
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U 608 and U 614 machines with
a width of 3m (6 teeth) are always
prepared for extension
to version 4m (8 teeth)

Subsoiler U 614 has been designed
as a tool to meet all of the user
requirements. Adjustable
spacings between subsoiler
tines allow you to customize
it to any tractor.

Subsoiler U 614 has been designed as a tool to meet all of the user requirements.
Adjustable spacings between subsoiler tines allow you to customize it to any tractor.

Subsoiler with coupling

The tines are made of special-purpose steel characterized by a low power requirement

Subsoiler with Twin Disc roller

more at www.rolmako.com

Smooth operation without

need for replacing overload screws

Two hydraulic accumulators collecting energy acting on the subsoiler tine thus bypassing
the obstacles without user intervention. The hydraulic pressure can be adjusted to conditions in the field.

Subsoilers U-608 and U-614 are available with hydraulic overload protection.
They use the same hydraulic system well-known from U-602 subsoilers.

More on www.rolmako.com

Subsoiler with V-shaped frame U 614
Technical data
WORKING
NUMBER
WIDTH
OF TINES
3,0 m
6
4,0 m
8

POWER
REQUIREMENT (hp) *
160
220

screw protection
Weight (kg) **
1080
1320

hydraulic protection
Weight (kg) **
1530
1920

*) Minimum power requirement can vary greatly depending on the machine equipment and soil conditions.
**) Weight of the machine with standard equipment.

The variety of Rolmako subsoiler combinations
makes them the most complete offer on the market

Subsoiler with coupling - U-608

Subsoiler with two rows of tines - U619

Technical data
WORKING
NUMBER
POWER
screw protection
hydraulic protection
WIDTH
OF TINES REQUIREMENT (hp) *
Weight (kg) **
Weight (kg) **
3,0 m
6
160
1020
1470
4,0 m
8
220
1225
1825
*) Minimum power requirement can vary greatly depending on the machine equipment and soil conditions.
**) Weight of the machine with standard equipment.

Technical data
WORKING
NUMBER
POWER
screw protection
WIDTH
OF TINES REQUIREMENT (hp) *
Weight (kg) **
3,0 m
12
240
1800
4,0 m.
16
330
2480
*) Minimum power requirement can vary greatly depending on the machine equipment and soil conditions.
**) Weight of the machine with standard equipment.

Rolmako subsoiler with a Michel type tine - different variants

more at www.rolmako.com

Twin Disc roller with a three-point linkage system

U 602 Subsoiler equipped with a coupler

The compact disc harrow U 693
with the coupler (hydropack)

Subsoiler U 608
(coupler as a standard equipment)

The roller is designed to be pulled behind the cultivation machine
equipped with coupler. Roller consists of two rows of corrugated
discs with a diameter of 470 mm is an ideal supplement
in tillage by cooperating with subsoilers equipped
with a coupler (U 602 and U 608).
It may also provide support
to the disc harrow U 693.
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Rollers for leveling the field and breaking the soil lumps

Cambridge, Crosskill, Campbell...

more at www.rolmako.com

Roller purpose is mainly dependent on the choice of the ring
Steel ring roller
Ring steel roller with a diameter of 600 mm effectively compacts the soil and
crumbles soil lumps. Aggressive ring profile cuts and presses crop residues into
The ground. The rings in the roller are made of abrasion-resistant material
(hardened boron steel). Its smooth surface prevents plastering of the soil and straw,
even when working in wet conditions.

Cambridge roller
530 mm Cambridge rings are most useful when roller is used primarily as a traditional
cultivating machine that is after sowing or for pressing stones in the soil.

Campbell roller
The soil after plowing is too loosened to immediately perform seedbed preparation
and seeding. Due to the increasingly shorter deadlines in agricultural practice, it is
necessary to increase its density, which can be done quickly and economically using
Campbell compacting rollers with a diameter of 560mm or 700mm.

Crosskill roller
After passing with the machine equipped with Crosskill 500 mm. rings top soil layer has a
loose structure and is resistant to the formation of crust. The rings effectively disintegrate
solids and are resistant to blockages as a result of getting covered with ground. The
seedbed is firmly crushed. Crosskill roller due to the narrow spacing between the rings
and their special profile, is particularly suitable for medium and heavy soils. It ensures
good density with little risk sticking out.

Few variants of tillage roller rings

more at www.rolmako.com

Universal rollers, excellent tillage result

Rolmako offers 4 types of rollers for various applications. Cambridge is designed for seedbed cultivation. More agressive
Crosskill roller is pefect for crushing soil lumps. Steel ring roller can be used as an addition to stubble cultivation.
Campbell on the other hand effectively compacts plowed soil. Using cultivation rollers can be combined with other
machines (e.g. cultivators, disc harrows) to reduce number of passes. All of the rollers working elements are casted
from spheroidal cast iron GGG50.

Campbell roller

Crosskill roller

Steel ring roller
(48 53 HRC)

Cambridge roller

Cambridge rolller applicable prior to sowing is used to level the surface, crush furrows and recondition of soil
structure. The machine can also be applied after sowing, thus increases the regularity of seed germination
and accelerates vegetation process. It also finds its application on the green areas.

more at www.rolmako.com

In Rolmako agricultural machinery we use the components known from the most expensive machines on the market

Crosskill 500 mm is well suited for breaking clods. It leaves a
strip of land with a loose structure which also prevents the
formation of crust on the surface. As standard the roller is
equipped with scrapers system cleaning the spaces between
the rings.

Our unquestionable advantage:
the most favorable relation
between quality and price
of the product in the industry

The roller width
of 6.2 m with 500 mm
Crosskill rings

The standard machine uses three hydraulic outputs of the
tractor. Taking into account hydraulic drag increases that
number to five.

400 / 60-15,5 wheels are mounted on a solid 70mm x 70mm
axis section.

more at www.rolmako.com

Spherodial cast iron GGG50 for the maximum endurance
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Rolmako offers product, that excels due to
its simplicity, reliability of operation
and low maintenance requirements

Our engineers spent most of their time designing roller unfolding and folding mechanism.
Whole operation is being carried out smoothly and gently using only one hydraulic
cylinder mounted on the machine drawbar.

more at www.rolmako.com

Experience and knowledge in designing and constructing farm machinery enables us to offer
solutions simple, effective and at the same time saving your money

A wide choice of ring types, allows you to select rollers suitable for specific kind of soil

more at www.rolmako.com

Rolling is a very important
agrotechnic procedure
that significantly affect
the quality of the crop
and subsequent harvest

Rollers for leveling the field and breaking soil lumps are
machines attached to the tractor using two-point hitch, so
called universal beam.

Campbell rings are designed for a typical soil compaction
after plowing. In the case of the 560 mm diameter roller
because of the much greater number of rings per 1m
compaction process is much more intense.

Solid c
Solid
co
onstruction
struction
using high
using
high quality
materials (eg. 200x100x10mm
200x100x10mm
profiles
ofiles made from S3
S355
55
grade steel,
steel, hardened
hardened
bushings
ings and pins,
high-quality
high-quality bearing units)
units)
is a guarantee
guarantee of long liffe
e
of this
this unit

We get the optimal compaction along
the whole working width of the roller
even in curves and unlevel terrain.
By achieving steady pressure over
the entire width, Rolmako roller
system allows each section
to work independently.
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mm
m/560m
700mm/560
700m

15.5
60--15.5
400/60
400/
heels
wheels

Hydraulic front drag (Crossboard) can be installed as an option - the standard 45x10mm spring equipped with
a 100mm runner may be replaced by an heavy duty version with 80x10 mm wide spring and 150mm runner

more at www.rolmako.com

Roller purpose is dependent on the choice of the ring type
Branded bearings in the
fittings made from
spherodial cast iron GGG
50 are standard in all
of the Rolmako cultivation
machines
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Copying the terrain

Crosskill roller

Steel ring roller
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Terrain copying system provides independent work of roller
sections. This means that optimum contact with the soil
is maintained across the entire machine width even
in difficult conditions. Springs distribute the mass
on the side sections.

Roller can be
3 or 5-piece
depending
on the width

Benefits of using Cambridge rollers
•leveling the field and breaking lumps
•improving the seed to soil contact
•better moisture retention
•reduction of soil erosion
and improvement of soil structure

The ideal device used to work in the fields or grasslands is the Cambridge
roller, which compacts the soil, and thus improves seed germination.
The roller can be optimally used both on the field and grassland.
The result is that the seedbed has sufficiently brittle structure
and is optimally consolidated.

more at www.rolmako.com

The machine is user-friendly, lock during
transport is done automatically by a
latch snapping spring. The lock is
released by unidirectional hydraulic
cylinder.

Heavy duty
80x10 mm front drag,
150mm runner

400/60-15.5
transporting wheels

Crosskill rings with 530 mm in diameter
Material: spheroidal cast iron GGG50

More
pictures at
www.instagram.com/rolmako
The roller drawbar
is finished by a III
category hitching
beam
Heavy frame is build from
a 200x100x10mm and 200x100x8mm
profile provides optimum
downforce of the machine
to the ground

Two hydraulic cylinders
controlling the drag or four
in the 5-part. Drag is installed
as an option.

6,2 m Cambridge roller with a front Crossboard drag

more at www.rolmako.com

Machine remains stable during transport thanks to compact design

Cambridge roller 9,0m
Massive 70x70mm drive shafts, 400 / 60-15,5 wheels,
drawbar construction with 120x120x8mm profile and all other
components allow for safe and comfortable movement of the
rollers regardless of their length.

Hitching III category beam comply with the ISO 730 norm.
The new maintenance-free drawbar that does not require
lubrication, in bushings we embedded self-lubricating rings
with high quality materials.

Comfortable transport to the field

Solid construction (frame 200x100x10mm) and high weight of the machine allows to achieve
the highest compared to its competitors downforce of the roller to compacted soil surface

more at www.rolmako.com

Hydraulic control of the machine functions.
To connect the machine equipped with a Crossboard drag
you need three hydraulic sections:
- Hydraulic cylinder drawbar section
- Hydraulic Crossboard drag section
(depending on the version 2 or 4 hydraulic cylinders)
- unilateral action hydraulic cylinder used for
automated locking arms mechanism of the machine.
-

Cambridge roller
is a useful agricultural machine
- An investment that pays off.
Drawbar hitching beam of III category
allows you to connect, to work
in the field with other agricultural
machines equipped with coupling
to the accompanying machine
(eg. U-684 or U-693).

www.rolmko.pl/360
photo gallery

Key benefits of Rolmako roller:
- A system of land copying irrelevant whether roller is composed
of three or five parts, all roller sections operate independently
perfectly mirroring the field surface spherodial cast iron
GGG50 uncommon in most manufacturers of these machines
- large weight of the machine has a positive effect on
the rolling operations
- Automatic - hydraulic lock during transport
- The possibility of a further extension of the roller sections
in order to increase the working width
- Mechanical - user-friendly unfolding
mechanism for work and folding for transport.

www.agricultural-machinery.eu
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Compact disc harrow with transport
trailer and Cambridge roller

Steel ring roller

Steel ring roller supports work if the stubble
cultivators and disc harrows When working
on stubble it can be combined with disc harrow
U-693 by using the coupler. Discs of the roller
perfectly fragment remains of crop residues
in the field. The solution is economically justified
for large cultivation areas.

Compact
disc harrow U693,
6,0 m. working width

transporting trailer
with the coupler

The roller of the steel rings is equipped with
a cleaning beam with scrapers made of HARDOX steel.
The rings are made of heat treated boron steel.
The result is a product with high wear
and overload resistance.

Steel ring roller 6,2m
www.rolmako.tumblr.com

www.linkedin.com/company/rolmako

We invite you to visit ou blog: www.rolmako.tumblr.com

more at www.rolmako.com

You are welcome to follow our social media

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

www.facebook.com/rolmako

www.youtube.com/rolmako

www.google.com/+rolmako

www.flickr.com/rolmako

www.twitter.com/rolmako

Rolmako - a company known for the design / production of machines for cultivation,
that are not only cleverly built, but without a doubt one of the heaviest on the market

The best soil conditions

optimal soil moisture

Optimum adhesion and contact with the ground through thoughtful
system of copying the terrain equipped with a disc springs

Rollers for leveling the field and breaking up lumps

more at www.rolmako.com

Shaft rings with ductile iron GGG50
Produced in German foundries roller rings are made of
spheroidal cast iron, which has much greater resistance to
damage in comparison to more frequently used in agriculture
gray cast iron.

Rolmako rollers can be successfully used for stubble cultivation
in order to accelerate the decay of straw and crop residues
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Preparing the ground before sowing or rolling after
sowing can be done by one and the same roller

Rolmako roller is perfect as a machine
for pulling a disc harrow
eg. U 693 fitted with a coupler

Technical data
WORKING
POWER
SIZE
WIDTH
DEMAND (hp)*
OF THE TRANSPORT WHEELS
5,0 m
85
10.0/75-15.3
6,2 m
105
10.0/75-15.3
7,5 m
125
400/60-15.5
9,0 m
150
400/60-15.5
*) minimum power requirement can vary
Widely depending on equipment and soil conditions.

WORKING
WIDTH
5,0 m
6,2 m
7,5 m
9,0 m

Cambridge roller
WEIGHT
(KG)
2600
3000
3500
4200

Crosskill roller
WEIGHT
(KG)
2100
2470
2800
3400

Steel ring roller
WEIGHT
(KG)
2250
2620
3025
3670

Campbell roller
WEIGHT
(KG)
x
2050
x
x

more at www.rolmako.com

Tilling machines ensuring high profitability of your agri-business
Rollers for agricultural machinery

U 659

U 684

U 497

U 453

U 622

U 693

U 671

U 645

U 436

U 602

seedbed
cultivator

compact
seedbed
cultivator

universal
cultivator

stubble
cultivator

light
disc
harrow

disc harrow

heavy
stubble
harrow

harrow
for vineyards
and gardens

multifunctional
tillage
cultivator

U 608
U 614
U 619
subsolier

string roller with flat bars
string roller with cogged bars
string pipe roller
Packer cogged roller
tubular-ring roller
Crosskill roller
ring roller
spring roller
rubber roller
steel ring roller
spiral roller
Twin Disc roller
tyre roller

ring roller

rubber roller

spiral roller
Crosskill roller
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watch us on:

Rollers for tillage machines
(rear sections)

The proper choice of after treatment roller is an important
factor for correct tilling. The roller selection depends
on the soil end effect we want to achieve. There is a possibility
of a roller production to individual customer needs.

,00
60
4
Ø

Offer of Rolmako rollers for tillage machines:

It works as a support to adjust operating parameters of skimming machines. Crushes lumps of soil, levels a layer of soil and compacts
crop residues. Recommended for skimming aggregates working on heavy soils.
String roller with flat bars

,00
60
4
Ø

Best serves for crushing any lumps of soil, also has a condensing effect. String cogged roller is designed for pre-sowing crops, loosens
and leveling the top layer of soil. Can be used on medium soils.
String roller with cogged bars

www.facebook.com/rolmako

,00
50 0
Ø4 00,0 0*
Ø5 00,0
Ø6
String tubular roller

,00
60 ,00
4
Ø 50 0*
Ø5 50,0
Ø6

The shape of the roller allows for optimum compaction. Characteristics of the rollers prevents the soil from sticking to it (due to mounted
on the beam cleaning scrapers). Resistant to stony conditions, well levels and compacts medium and heavy soils. One of the most
universal rollers for seedbed machines, it is a perfect complement to the pre-sowing treatment.
Packer cogged roller

,00
50
4
Ø

Crushes lumps, compacts soil, and supports soaking. Easy to use, appropriate for the work done, is characterized by low demand
for power and low weight. It leaves the optimal structure of the ground, a good choice for medium-compact soils.
Tubular-ring roller

,00
00 ,00
4
Ø 00
Ø5

www.twitter.com/rolmako
www.youtube.com/rolmako
*) roller available
for the heavy
stubble disc harrow.

Using a pipe roller allows to achieve ability to keep the proper working depth of cultivating machines. Performs well in light and medium
soils in order to level and compact the soil's surface after the work of unit. It has a slight crushing effect, breaks bigger lumps of soil.
The shaft is characterized by low cost of maintenance and small weight.

Crosskill roller

,00
00 ,00*
5
Ø 00
Ø6
Ring roller (made of angle bars)

,00
70 0
4
Ø 0,0
5
Ø5

Thanks to narrow spacing between the rings and their special profile, Crosskill roller is particularly suitable for medium and heavy soils.
This ensures good compaction, leveling and crushing with little risk of wrapping up. Crosskill roller after run leaver a thin layer
of shredded soil, preventing dryness of its deeper layers. Do not use on damp soil.

Perfectly levels the soil, pushes and promotes decay of the old grain, closes the soil and prevents unwanted evaporation. Roller crushes
and compacts well on heavy soils. It provides good contact of crop residues with the soil, thus creating ideal conditions for decomposition
processes of organic matter. Runners between the rings have cleaning function. Ring roller supports better absorption of water, so this is
the right choice for dry, heavy soil.
Used for deep compaction with the looser top layer of the soil. Elements of the roller are made of spring steel, which gives the roller
a large capacity of leveling the soil after the operation of working elements. With the elastic elements, the roller has an ability of selfpurification. It works even in the toughest conditions.

Spring roller

,00
00 ,00*
5
Ø 700
Ø
Rubber roller

Works best with crushing pre-crop on medium and heavy soils, compacts the soil directly in rows, ensuring precise placement of seeds
and optimal soaking. As a result of the roller's work the soil keeps more moisture, which guarantees better germination of plants.
The roller is cleared due to the flexibility of rubber and scrapers. The large weight of the roller facilitates driving in. Optimum roller for
combined sowing.

The other rollers:
Packer cogged roller,
Crosskill, ring, rubber,
tyre, steel-ring are
standard-equipped with
a cleaning beams.

Tyre roller

Twin Disc roller
Ø470

Spiral roller
Ø455

Steel-ring roller
Ø600

Rear rollers for tillage machines
Tandem rollers
String roller
with flat bars

spring roller

string roller
with cogged bars

rubber roller

Pipe roller

Packer
cogged roller

Tubular-ring
roller

Crosskill
roller

Ring roller
(V-ring)

steel ring
roller

Installing the two rollers on a single frame has a positive effect
on the outcome of cultivation. They copy the terrain and allow
for stable handling of the unit while maintaining previously set
working depth. Rollers working in tandem also show a higher
rate of leveling and re-compaction of cultivated land belt.

tandem
pipe roller 400 mm
+ string roller with flat bars

tandem
U-ring roller 540 mm

spiral roller

Special purpose
cultivation rollers

Twin Disc
roller

Tyre
transporting roller

The company Rolmako offers a wide
selection of rollers to suit different soil
types. Each model varies in its weight and
construction as it is directed to the specific
working conditions. Our offer flexibility and
desire to meet the needs of our customers
is well illustrated by Rolmako's variety of
available rear rollers for tillage machines.
In order to suit different markets and soil
demands we have created the most
comprehensive proposal for different
rollers. We can assure, that everyone will
find the right solution for their cultivation
conditions.

New proposals
Roller is applicable in the stubble cultivation, as additional
roller cooperating with another rear roller in a tandem. Its
design, diameter of 500mm, tines forming on the axis 4 spiral
rows, all this translates into a very good mixing effect of crop
residues. A single mulching roller from Rolmako operates
more efficiently than most double-toothed rollers.

Roller with the features similar to the V-ring type, built from
T-bars, thanks to its structure and aggressive ring profile
provides an effective crushing of the soil and destroying straw.
Roller compacts land stripes, allowing you to keep soil
structure in good condition. Roller is perfect for clay soils.
Between the rings is a drag that protects roller from plugging.

Roller suitable for all types of soils, characterized by high
crushing efficiency and low stickiness thanks to the use of
U-shaped steel profiles. In order to obtain a fine mulch
prepared for sowing with a high degree of compaction we
recommend selecting U-ring roller. Between the rings is a drag
that protects roller from plugging.

Offering more possibilities than other manufacturers of cultivation equipment

Mulching roller
(tandem version)

T-ring roller

U-ring roller

more at www.rolmako.com

The harvest blades used in header extensions for the Bizon
combines are manufactured by a reputable brand Gerlach.

Header extensions for rapeseed
harvesting

Technical parameters
Working width of the header
Number of reaper double fingers
Rapeseed header table extension
Number of active separators
Length of active separator
Number of active separator knives
Weight of adapting elements
Cutting slat driver

Using classical combine harvester for rapeseed harvesting
must reckon with the excessive quantitative losses and damage
to harvested seeds. Seeds falling and losses during harvest is
a big problem at rape cultivation.
To reduce losses that reach 10-15% in case of winter crops
rape and in disadvantageous conditions even 20% - we
developed an extension for its harvesting. It is used by
mounting an extended floor to the header as well as the right
and left active divider with the cutting slat and significantly
reduces losses during the rape harvest.
The extended floor is designed to move the header's cutting
slat away from the finger-helical conveyor. The loss of seeds
from throwing onto the field happens during mass transfer
to the middle part of the header. Applying the extension makes
the fingers work over the extended floor where the seeds fall.

4.2 m
28 pcs
800 mm
1/2 pcs
1280 mm
16 pcs
app. 250 kg
drive lever

Combine harvester extension
Bizon Z056 Super/ Z058 Rekord
For combine harvesters of the Bizon type we offer rapeseed
extension of an 800 mm elongation, equipped with one or two
side scythes, the main Gerlach cutting slat, scythe drive lever
and all mounting elements. Guide rails of side scythes are
made o
 f polyamide. The main advantage of the machine is
simple and trouble-free drive system, lightweight design and
possibility of installation on all combine Bizon Z056/Z058
regardless of year of production. For better preparation of the
combine it is advisable to change the shutter screen for the Ø4
mm one.
Extensions to the Bizon combine manufactured by Rolmako
allow to carry out the harvest while maintaining a relatively low
level of seed loss.
Standard equipment:
- rapeseed extension (Rekord fingers)
header extending about 800mm
- one or two mechanic side knifes
- main Gerlach cutting slat
- the main scythe drive lever
- connecting rod of the main scythe
- connecting rod for side scythe drive
- rubber bumpers protecting the reel from table floor damage
- left cornfield divider (for the version with a one side scythe).

One-stage
rape harvest
more on www.rolmako.com

Header extensions for Claas,
John Deere, New Holland, Case,
Fendt, Challenger, Massey Ferguson
combine and others
For many years of production, we have managed to create
a wide range of rapeseed header tables for harvesters
produced by various manufacturers. Our offer comprises
rapeseed header extensions compatible with the most
popular harvesters, other extensions can be custom-made.
All our extensions are equipped with two side scythes with
polyamide guide rails. In our offer are mechanical, electrical
or hydraulic side scythes. A characteristic feature of
Rolmako rapeseed header tables is simple and quick
assembly on the harvest header.
The equipment consists of Schumacher transmission, Claas
working elements, V-belt and all elements necessary for
assembly.
Technical parameters
Working width of the header
Cutting slat drive
Header table extension
Number of active separators
Active separator driver

Active separator length
Active separator knives number

Max. 9m
Schumacher
transmission
800 mm
2 pcs
Mechanical
electrical
or hydraulic
1350 mm
18 pcs

Rapeseed header tables on demand
Our offer comprises rapeseed extension compatible with the
most popular harvesters, other extension can be custommade.

Rapeseed
side scythe
with electric
drive

Stages of order processing:
1. Receiving the harvest header from the customer
and delivering it to the seat of the company
2. Developing individual solution of a cutterbar and side
scythe drive.
3. Pricing and customer's approval
4. Proceeding to order implementation.

more on www.rolmako.com

Transmission driving the cutting
scythe
Transmission of the main scythe used in
the rapeseed header tables is
constructed as a planetary gear,
and as opposed to the classic
transmissions, it generates absolutely
straight line plane and returning motion
of the cutting scythe. Schumacher
transmission is built
in the rapeseed header table in an ideal
line in relation to the cutting scythe.
Benefits of Schumacher transmission:
- fluent operation of the scythe and cutting system
- 100% effectiveness of the scythe and cutting system operation
- high cutting speed.

Integral hydraulic installation
With built-in hydraulic instalation, side scythes work
independently.
The pump works with the Schumacher transmission, takes
oil from the tank and transports it to the side scythe.
The pump provides hydraulic pressure at the level
of 50-180 bar.

Sheathing of the rapeseed table is made 
of galvanized steel sheet, in case of paint
damage , there are no problems with
corrosion. Pressings on the table are meant
to minimize grain loss during harvest.
Support profiling made on the extension
is designed to protect the sheathing of the
table from damage.

Reinforced scythe head
Designed to carry heavy loads scythe head is filled
with polyamide liner, which allows obtain high working culture
and high resistance to friction even at very high speed of cutting.
Cutouts in the skid table prevent the accumulation of mowed
material and eliminates the risk of damaging the scythe drive.

Cooperation with Ziegler
company
At customer's request
for Rolmako rapeseed
header tables can be fitted
electric or hydraulic side
scythes of German company
Ziegler. The company is
a world leader in the
manufacture of scythes side
and delivers them to the first
equipment of the leading
manufacturers of combine
harvesters.

Sample weight
Extension Claas 4,5 m heder C450
Extension Claas 5,1 m heder C510
Extension John Deere 4,2 m heder 314
Extension John Deere 5,5 m heder 618R
Extension New Holland 4,5 m heder 15
Extension New Holland 6,0 m heder 20

(kg)
430
474
405
518
442
576

Stable and efficient cutting system
for professional rape harvest

The new series of electric side
scythes
Electric side scythe is designed
for mounting on the rapeseed
header extension or independent
header's work. Drive with electric
motor gear is transmitted to both
cutting slats with a solid drive rod.
Works with cereal combines with
electrical installation of 12V or
24V voltage.

more on www.rolmako.com

Each combine operator knows the problems encountered
during rape harvesting, cut plants of rape do not fall into short
unit extension, this loss can be prevented by using the
Rolmako rape extension. The independent
institutes report that by using rape extensions
the losses can be reduced up to 300kg/ha,
so the use of rape extensions with the side
knifes is profitable even in
small tillage areas.
Reduction of losses during harvesting
results in a rapid recovery of costs
of purchasing of the rape extension.

Make the most of our experience
in order to achieve a higher yield of rape

Mechanical drive of the side knifes
Drive is transmitted directly from the main knife of the header,
and as a result:
- the transfer of power takes place through the drive lever and
heads with built-in slide bearings capable of working in harsh
conditions
- reduced weight of the knife's drive
- no drive on the upper end of the knife.

more of rape ...

Gear of the main knife
(optimum power
transmission)
Horizontal cutter bar is
driven by planetary gear, in
the version with mechanical
drive the gear also drives
left and right vertical knife.
Linear drive system of the
gear is characterized by
having less abrasive and
wearing parts, the distance
is fixed, even after many
hours of work. Operation of
the gear is smooth and
without vibration, which
significantly extends the
battery life. The gear used
in the Rolmako rape
extensions is able to drive
the scythe of 9m width
cutting.

Mounting elements of the rape extension
Simple, quick installation
and dismantling without the need
for drilling and welding.
The rape extension
is mounted to the
header using
four fast joints,
then
the V belt which
is included
with the machine
should be installed and you're done!

Fast and accurate cutting,
minimal loss of rape

Fully closed side wall
Rape falls not on the
drive components but on
the cover of the
extension on the closed
side of the rape
extension. Wellconsidered, based on
practical experience
design ensures
unhindered passage of
the postharvest weight
and, consequently, a
significant reduction in
losses.

more on www.rolmako.com

Mechanical, electrical, or hydraulic
side scythe drive

Less losses
higher profit

Rapeseed tables are produced
in various versions. Mechanical,
electrical and hydraulic scythes
have an active double-bladed
cutting system.
All side scythes are equipped with
a cutter of 1,35 m. The guides rails
are made o
 f a material with
increased resistance to friction.
Special knives ensure optimal
harvest, even in the toughest
conditions.

Construction of the rapeseed table
The Rolmako rapeseed tables are based on a solid frame,
slim design of the side walls minimizes grain loss and ensures
proper operation.

Reliable rape mowing technique
Work items of the Claas type
In production of the rapeseed tables we use materials and
mechanisms of highest quality, which determine their durability
and performance.
Rapeseed
side scythe
with electric
drive

For over 10 years we have been working on optimizing the
performance of our rapeseed tables. Thanks to numerous
technical solutions, we have created products that meets
expectations of the most demanding customers, giving full
benefit during the harvest.
Rolmako rapeseed extensions have proven their value many
times, becoming an important tool for our customers, which
due to the relatively low cost, allowed to optimize profits.

Rapeseed
side scythe
with hydraulic
drive

Simple and quick installation
Trouble-free installation is done using special high-speed
connectors.

more on www.rolmako.com

The Rolmako instruments for rapeseed are such
devices, which costs of buying pay back in a very short time.
Rolmako company is constantly working in order to help
the Customers to save time and increase optimal rape
gathering. The Rolmako rape extensions
are easy to install, just hook
four clamps and replace
the wedge-shaped
belt - it's done!

Vertical rape knifes

On the left side, the scythe is
electrically driven, on the
right, it has a hydraulic drive.

Years of experience in the production of rape
extensions and side knifes let us offer you a product
that has been tested thousands of times with
different models of combines, in different countries
of the world. Professional approach to issues related
to the collection of rape, as well as reputable
business partners, allow us to improve our products
constantly.

Vertical scythe's blades are
undergone a blackening
treatment, that gives an
aesthetic color and protects
against corrosion (coating
more durable than the zinc
one).

Height
of the vertical knife 1.35m.

Rape extension with independent from the combine
hydraulic installation, the oil pump is driven by the Schumacher gear

Horizontal cutting knife (two systems)
Being used for many years the cutting system based on the
working parts of the Claas system, more and more often is
replaced by an EasyCut solution based on the components of
the German manufacturer (Gebr. Schumacher GmbH).

The 300W electric motor with a voltage of 12V or 24V, is distinguished by low power consumption
and increased torque - it is adapted to work with the most efficient combines in the world

more on www.rolmako.com
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From our trading partners, distributors of the world's best
brands harvesters, you can buy at a bargain an additional
equipment as rapeseed harvesting extensions, header trailers
in the package, when buying a new combine harvester.
In the Rolmako cutting system the Claas-type
working elements are used most often. Knives are
riveted or bolt-fixed onto the cutting slat according
to the customer wish. SCHUMACHER cutting
system is used as an option.

Rolmako rapeseed harvesting extensions are available in all
possible configurations and options of equipment.
Atypical for a company models of rape extensions that go
beyond standard products are manufactured for a specific
customer order.
The vertical side knifes has been produced during 15
consecutive years in a different configurations, the
development of the drives has led to the creation of a
product that is valued for its high cutting quality and
trouble-free operation.

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

more on www.rolmako.com

Modern solutions on the
optimization of rape harvesting
Our arguments:
- rigid welded frame of the extension,
regardless of the table width
- Schumacher cutting systems
- complete range of side scythes
- optimum depth of the rape extension
- galvanized floor of the extension and
side panels
- quick assembly and disassembly
of adapters
- high-quality components
- reduced weight of the extension
- professional support services

Standard
cutting system

For the rape extensions Rolmako proposes two cutting
systems, known for many years as the standard cutting
system which consists of high-quality forged fingers and
clamps of scythe in the Claas system.
The optional Schumacher system by changing the position of
blades' clamping, gives optimum effect of the cut. The cutting
unit is compatible with many modern manufactured combine
harvesters.

The Schumacher
harvesting system

Head
Head of
of the
the scythe
scythe and
and the
the Schumacher
Schumacher bearing
bearing

The first and the second system is equipped with horizontal,
galvanized scythe and blades attached to the slat using
screw connections, that allows for its quick change
during harvesting.

more on www.rolmako.com

A slight loss due to the rapid and accurate cutting
Proven harvesting systems

Mechanical drive of side knifes

Normally for the production of rape extensions are used
elements known in the market that match combine
harvesters of the German manufacturer. Horizontal and
vertical cutter, clamps of a knife, double fingers - all of this
elements are compatible with the Claas brand cutting
solutions. Scythe's blades are made of hardened material
and wear out very slowly. As an option the extension can be
equipped with a knife bar of the Schumacher brand. The first
and the second system can perfectly handle cutting rape, an
additional advantage is the easy access to the spare parts.

Main cutter in all types of extensions is driven by the
Schumacher gear that ensures maintenance-free and
vibration-free operation of the rape harvesting extension.
Mechanical drive on the side knifes is transmitted by the
Schumacher gear through the main cutter. This solution is a
good choice for extensions with a width of up to 6m. For
larger headers we offer electrical side knife and hydraulic of
own production or of the German company -Ziegler. In the
picture the John Deere combine extension with mechanically
driven cutters from the gear of the main scythe.

The cutting system for rape harvesting

Take advantage of many years of our experience
gained in the production of rape extensions
to achieve a larger collection during harvest

Proven rape harvesting solutions

Procut side knifes
of German
production are
equipped with a
one-knife cutting
system of electric
or hydraulic drive.
Cutting knife of a
length of 1.3 m
consists of 17
dual harvesting
knives for precise
cutting of rape.
New Holland combine 6m extension with
hydraulically driven knifes.

The extension
for New Holland

Rolmako produces extensions up to 9 m of working width

9m combine with
electrically powered
cutters.
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More crop, up to 20% more rape from each hectare
Rapeseed table brings together nearly all the produced seeds, raises farm profit,
it is rapidly returnable investment.

Almost complete elimination of grain losses by:
- smooth and soft outside cover allow for trouble-free moving
away the rape stalks
- inside fit of the housing minimizes losses at the sides
of the table
- smooth table sheathing finished with pressing provides
a continuous passing of material into the combine's drum
- side scythes with double-bladed cutting system
- use of the highest quality components, such as the original
Schumacher transmission, working elements of Claas type,
vertical blades with high efficiency.

Vertical cutting slat
All side scythes are equipped with a special cutting slat, which
includes 18 blades for professional harvest of rape.
The hardened steel blades allow for maximum penetration
in harvesting and provide an ideal cutting line of rape.

Mechanical drive

Electric drive

Hydraulic drive

The original Schumacher transmission is responsible for
the source of drive which is a reciprocating motion.
Reliable lever forwards drive to the vertical side scythes.

The drive mechanism ensures optimum operating speed.
The engine is characterized by low power consumption.
Available in versions of 12V and 24V.

The high speed of hydraulic scythes allows to achieve a high
performance and significantly reduces separation of grain from
the ear.

Advantages:
● simple design, low maintenance
● no activities related to connecting the scythe
● low price

Advantages:
● the possibility of switching on and off the scythe
from the operator's cab
● smooth vibration-free operation
● fuse disconnects the scythe in case of too much overload

Advantages:
● high efficiency, increased lifespan, scythe created
for high mileage
● no activities related to connecting the scythe
● lack of interference in the combine hydraulic systems
● double-sided scythe, can be installed on the right
or left side of the header

Common features of the side scythes:
- polyamide blade's jaws
- 1,35 m cutting slat
- tempered 105 mm knife
- double movable knife

Complete offer of the Rolmako side scythes

Blade's jaws
The guides last for a long exploitation and provide excellent
handling of a blade. Cutting slat moves in the jaws, which
provide high flexibility in use and also reduce material
consumption.

Horizontal Schumacher cutting system (optional)
With the additional reinforcement at the top and bottom, blades'
fingers are designed for maximum loads. Self-cleaning of blades,
even in tough harvesting conditions, guarantees optimum cutting
quality. Knife blades are protected in the closed fingers,
therefore we achieve a trouble-free work in every aspect, always
clean and reliable cutting. We propose the cutting system
designed by Schumacher (Germany) with a view to efficient
harvesting of rape.

more on www.rolmako.com

The experience that
we want to move on
Your best productivity
of rapeseed

When selecting a combine you should also think about choosing
the right equipment for the rape, as a key factor of the final crop

more on www.rolmako.com

If you are looking for the rape harvesting
header extension, with robust construction,
effective operation, and quick to assemble…

All the Rolmako rape extensions are painted
in powder technology, which provides
the best protection against corrosion

Left side hydraulic knife can be equipped with a hydraulic valve
to cut-off oil flow from the hydraulic motor. This way you can
disconnect the left knife operation after cutting a field.

…choosing Rolmako you obtain
the highest quality product for
gaining efficiency and time
The advanced cutting system separates the rape one meter
before meeting with a header. Combine operator by means of
the reel is able to control the input of crop to the gorge without
losing the grain and without congestions.

Numerous elements of the rape harvesting extension has been
renovated, the whole structure has been reinforced even better,
belt tensioners has changed, the extension has gained more
adjustment opportunities which helps assembling it on the header.

Rolmako rape harvesting extensions has been modernized in 2014,
the design has changed, but also a number of construct solutions

more on www.rolmako.com

The Rolmako side knifes without
lengthening the header's table, are an
alternative to the rape extension in
case of small acreages.
Electric and hydraulic
side knifes
- the drive is a high-quality electric or hydraulic
motor
- in case of electric knife toothed belt of a
special profile is used, perfectly adapted to
transfer high torques
- in case of hydraulic knife transmission of the
drive force on the knife with reliable drive
linkage ended with sleeves that cushion
vibrations
- centrally located cutting knife
- a two-piece axle covering provides the ability to
rearrange cutting mechanism on either side,
without the need of using additional parts
- reduced number of engine rotation.

Electric side knifes are supplied with
connecting elements.
The kit includes an on / off switch,
fuse and transmitter.

Electric side knifes
Increased rapeseed harvest
thanks to losses reducing

easycut

Hydraulic side knifes

Side knifes for rape harvesting
perform well wherever the effective
cutting with high speed is needed.

more on www.rolmako.com

Cutterbar trailer is designed for transportation of the header
behind the combine harvester, can be also used as
a depository for the header after the harvest season.
Each header's trailer is specially adapted and designed for
a specific model of the harvest equipment, so that it ensures
a quick loading and unloading, is perfectly set on supports,
guarantees safe and secure movement of the combine and
the header.

Cutterbar trailers for headers Claas, John Deere,
New Holland, Case, Fendt, Challenger, Massey Ferguson

1-axle trailers with stiff shaft
and a supporting wheel, designed
to transport headers up to 5,5 m.

Sample weight
Single axle trailer Claas Tucano
Biaxial trailer John Deere series 600
Biaxial trailer New Holland *
*) front axle on dual wheels.

Trailer's support for the Fendt header, adapted
to transport the header solo or equipped with
a rapeseed harvesting extension. Supports create
a high possibility of adjusting e.g. angle of the support.

Rolmako 2-axle trailer provides unique comfort on
the road. Its front steerable axle leads the trailer perfectly
to follow the combine (ideally suited for transport to
the fields with difficult access).
Small turning radius provides a comfort of use.
Its stable construction is designed for high mileage.

(kg)
780
895
960

Drive your cutterbar
on the field surely and safely

more on www.rolmako.com

Special trailers for transporting of the combine header

Simple laying of the header on supports / good drive performance, header is stable while driving

The springs supporting the drawbar and the Roman
screw allow to adjust the position of the hitch eye so
the operator of the combine or the tractor can easily
couple the trailer to the header himself.

Wide wheel base of the trailer, were tires of
10.0/7515,3 PR size are used.

In the picture trailer for the JD 5,5 m header, the
supports are designed to a specific model of
combine. The connection system protects the
header against fall.

Each header trailer is equipped with lighting
consisting of a complex lamps and reflections set
which is designed for large-size vehicles.

Header trailer and the rapeseed extension properly fitted to Your model of combine harvester more on www.rolmako.com

Universal support frame, one for all models of headers
The Rolmako trailers have length and height regulations of
the support frame, therefore the same trailer fits both to New
Holland header with a width of 3.9 m, as well as 5.18 m.
Thick sections form the basis of the trailer's construction.
Secure support frame on two, three or four wheels of size
10.0 / 75 15.3., provides safe and steady transportation.

Claas Mega/Dominator
Claas Tucano/Lexion
New Holland/Case
New Holland Vario/Case Vario
Fendt/Challenger/Massey Ferguson
John Deere series 300
John Deere series 600

Rotary hitch-ring with adjustable height. To ensure
maximum safety we use only proven, certificated hitch-rings.

Adjustable height
position of the frame
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help to make a decision

Chocks protecting from rolling.

1-axle trailer
2 wheels, stiff drawbar

2-axle trailer
3 wheels, turning drawbar

Attractive price

Small turning radius

Thinking about your comfort

2-axle trailer
4 wheels, turning drawbar

For larger headers

more on www.rolmako.com

Rapeseed harvesting extensions and transporting trailers
for headers fit to combines of well-known manufacturers
Rolmako rapeseed tables optimize
performance and use the potential
of each combine.
Trailers for header transporting ensure
safe delivery to the harvesting place.

Adjusted to combines
of all brands

silage stretch film

Bale wrapping machines

Bale wrapping machine counter L-01
The counter is an electronic device intended for counting bale
wrappings. Easy one-button control. Oil- and grease resistant
keyboard coat. Automatic switch -off when idle for a long time
(battery saving function).
The counter allows:
- current observation of the winding process (count number
of wraps)
- program the amount of wraps (depending on the type of film).

Rolmako bale wrapping machines are designed for semidry
green grass and other faded plants wrapping, formed into
bales by the coiling balers.
Special flexible adhesive foil of 500 mm or 750 mm width
is used for bale wrapping. It protects ensilaged material from
the air, moisture and light. The ensilage process takes about
6 weeks for the feed to be ready.

www.silomaster.com

Ensilage bales wrapped with foil allow reducing nutrients loss
in comparison with traditional ways. Application of this
technology ensures also higher quality of the feed.

Wrapping machine with universal feeder
Bale wrapping machine with universal foil feeder facilitates
wrapping with the use of both 500 mm and 750 mm foil.
In the first case 24 wraps are made, in the last, 18 wraps.

Stationary bale wrapping machine
The Z 559 wrapping machine is mounted onto 3-point hitch
system capable to wrap bales of 1000 kg. The machine
is driven by the tractor's hydraulic instillation through a valve,
allowing a slow start and stoppage of rotary frame.
We propose two stationary versions of wrapping machine,
the first with 500 mm foil feeder, the other with universal
feeder which enables to wrap with both 500 mm and 750 mm
foil. The wrapping time of one bale is about 2 minutes with
minimum double amount of wrappings. The wrapping machine
is equipped with electronic bale wrappers counter.

Technical parameters
Mass (foil feeder 500mm)
Mass (foil feeder 500/750mm)
Working width
Transport width
Diameter of wrapped bales
Length of wrapped bales
Bales mass
Wrapper drive
Roller rotation
Tractor engine rotation
Number of revolutions per bale wrapping
Wrapping time

480 kg
495 kg
2,0 m
1,4 m
1,0 - 1,6 m
up to 1,4 m
up to 1000 kg
hydraulic motor
2,2 r.p.m
1600 r.p.m
24 rot./foil 500mm
18 rot./foil 750 mm
App. 2 min

Efficient
and tight
wrapping
of bales
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any color
of the RAL
Stationary and self-loading
round bale wrappers

Thanks to the hydraulic drive
the machine is easy to operate,
the wrapper work is gentle and precise.
Hydraulic loading and unloading,
as well the mechanism used for trimming
and gripping of foil
significantly reduces the time
needed to wrap the bale.
Wrapping the bale with the
ROLMAKO Z259 wrapper
leads to less laborious
work and requires
less equipment
and people support,
comparing to the traditional
stationary wrappers,
thus allows to save time
and money.

Special color on your request
As a standard, all bale wrappers are powder coated with the Rolmako corporate
color RAL 5010. On client's requests a series or a single machine can be
painted with any RAL color. The offer is available for all agricultural machines of
the production offer.

The Rolmako wrappers are
economically justified,
strong and durable machines

Stationary wrapper is equipped
with an optional rotary table with
four transport belts. Each Rolmako
wrapper can be equipped with a cradle
for putting bales in a vertical position.

Hydraulic motors, bevel gears, bevel wheels, bearings, drive chains, hydraulic elements and other components used in the
manufacture of bale wrappers are provided by the verified reputable producers

Strewer for prisms and mounds
The machine is mounted on a 3 - point hitch system.
Hiller's work is simple - blade breaks the soil, then the star rotor
throw it on the mound or prism-shaped pile. Covering distance
is regulated with controlling cover.

Carefully wrapped bales, high performance
and durability are advantages that make
the Rolmako wrappers a good investment

Extensive experience gained over the years of producing
the bale wrapping machines, gives our customers a reliable product
for a long-lasting service
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Self-loading
bale wrapping machine
Machine catch has a stroke regulation which facilitates
machine balancing. The Z259 wrapping machine has
a loading arm on the right side. The caught bale is transported
on the wrapping table, which is driven by hydraulic motor.
Bales are transported via rubber belts. Thanks to the automatic
mechanism cutting and catching foil, user intervention is
required only while placing a new roll of foil. Controlling is
performed from the tractor cabin via control levers. Self-loading
bale wrapping machine is equipped with universal foil feeder,
the bales can be wrapped with 500 mm and 750 mm foil.
Approximately 50 hp tractor is sufficient to cooperate with
the bale wrapping machine. The wrapping machine can be
equipped with the assembly for putting up bales vertically.
After a finished wrapping cycle the bale falls on the arm which
places it on the bottom.
Technical parameters
Weight of the machine
Dimensions of wrapped bale
Minimum tractor power
Load on the catch
Connection with tractor
Wrapping machine drive
Rotating frame drive
Bale loading method
Bale unloading method
Cutting foil
Width of foil
Number of table rotations
Bale wrapping time
Wrapping counter

Multifunction bale
wrapping counter
The bale wrapping
machine is equipped
with programmable
counter indicating
actual bale wrappings,
working time, number
of bales and average
number of bales per hour.
The counter is capable
of working independently
on three fields.

1020 kg
1200 mm x 1200 mm
50 hp
470 kg
Farming hook or upper
transporting hook
Hydraulic from tractor
installation
Hydraulic motor
Via side loading arm
Self-loading, via deflection
frame of the table
Automatic, after bale wrapping
500 mm/750 mm
24 rot/18 rot
app. 1 min
Electronic L-01 or L-02

Self-loading
bale wrapping
machine
for demanding men
more on www.rolmako.com

High efficiency, low maintenance costs and
compact design make the Z 259 bale wrappers
the right tool for demanding farmers

Bale wrapper Z 259

www.rolmako.com

Standard tyres of wrapper 10,0/75-15,3 can be
replaced by the bigger tyres of 400/60-15,5. The
wider tyres are helpful on the low load capacity
soils.

Your way
for the bales
with a good silage

Characteristic features:
- hydraulic loading arm
- rotary table with four transporting stripes
- automated knife cutting the foil with a gripper
- multipurpose foil feeder 500 mm/750 mm
- mechanical device for placing the bales in a vertical position

Rolmako mounted wrapper for round bales is a good choice
for farmers expecting high productivity. Equipped with
a fast rotary table of four widely spaced stripes,
provides maximum stability of bales its proper movement
and tight layering of the film.

Self-loading bale wrapper in the position ready for the next
wrapping process. The clamp is holding the foil, the tongs
loosen it after the wrapping start.

Loading takes place with the help of side loading arm.
Low slung center of gravity, wide wheel track and wide tyres
400/60 x15.5, have positive impact on the stability and comfort
of work in any terrain.

Self-loading bale wrapper offers a fully automatic cutting and gripping of the film
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Fast and reliable bale wrapping
The key factors influencing the profitability of the wrapping
process are productivity and quality machines. The Z259 selfloading bale wrapping machine allows for maximum
exploitation of working time. Ensures proper foil wrapping
of bales in all conditions. Solutions used in Rolmako selfloading bale wrapping machines ensure proper preparation for
the storage of bales, and thus obtain high-quality forage.

Loading, wrapping the bale, unloading.
The whole operation in one minute.

Loading bales
The machine is equipped with side-loading arm. Thanks to
a wide wheel space in working position, the bale is loaded
on the wrapping machine in a precise and balanced way.
The center of gravity is low, giving the machine maximum
stability when loading.

Unloading bales
When the rotating table stops in unloading position, a durable
hydraulic actuator lifts it in order to unload the wrapped bale
gently, without damaging the foil.
Bale positioner
If necessary, there is a possibility to equip the wrapper
in a roll, which places the bales in a vertical position.
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Foil feeder
Idler rollers guarantee optimum conducting foil and
reduce the risk of rupture. Easy mounting system of the
new roll. Quiet and virtually maintenance-free chain
transmission ensures optimal pre-stretching of the foil.
Feeder can work with the foil of 500 mm and 750 mm
width.

Wrapper control
The Z 259 wrapper is operated by a lever with control links.
Three levers allow for manual control of the machine and
start each function of wrapping.
Bale wrapping counter facilitates the operator's job by
counting the number of wraps and pointing the right
moment of unloading.

Simple, efficient and convenient to use

Foil cutting and gripping
Rolmako mechanical foil cutting machine, holds the foil
in a position ready to wrap the next bale. After applying
the appropriate number of layers, the foil is held in place
and cut off, without necessity to perform additional
operations. The foil is maintained in this state until
beginning of wrapping the next bale. With its modern
construction the system operates reliably and recurrently
in all conditions.

Turntable
Bale transportation on the table is done with two rollers,
which carry four lanes. Thanks to a special design of
the table, the bale is maintained at full stability, and
the auxiliary rollers hold it and provide additional relevant
conduct. Rubber belts ensure smooth rotation of the bale,
and thus the correct layering of foil, which is basic for good
preservation of feed during the entire period of storage.

more on www.rolmako.com

Grain crusher
The grain crusher's main purpose is to crush the grains of all
types of leguminous plants and grain. The farmer acquires highly
nutritious fodder for his cattle, swine and horses. Thanks to
the crushing of the grains we gain the most effective way of
animal feeding, complete with high forage assimilation. The grain
retains all of its nutritional value (due to the low temperatures
used in the process, the protein remains intact). The technical
solutions used within the machine (one of which is the unique
texture of the roller) contribute to its overall quality of work, ease
of maintenance and high efficiency.
The belt drive on crushing roller

Special cuts on the roller create a high coefficient of friction
which improves dragging into the grain, increases productivity
and accuracy of crushed grain.
Transmission of the drive on two crimping rollers improves
performance by 20%.

The gear-drive between the rollers

Technical parameters
Engine power
Number of rollers
Roller width
Roller diameter
Efficiency at the 0.12 gap
Efficiency at the 0.2 gap
Efficiency at the 0.4 mm gap
Working gap
Weight
Safety net protects against intrusion into the working machine
and prevents unwanted pollutants in the working items.
The unit of magnets captures metal items that accidentally
fall into the hopper. This protects the surface of
the cylinders from damage.

7,5 kW
2
300 mm
240 mm
up to 900 kg/h
up to 1200 kg/h
up to 2500 kg/h
0,10-0,40 mm
335 kg

Levers regulating the working gap
Advantages of the Rolmako
grain crusher:
- forage assimilation
circa 95%

Perfect cereals
and legume
seeds fodder

- time efficiency
(high productivity)
- easy way of regulating
working parameters
- simple design,
effortless use and maintenance
The control panel of the crusher

The grain crusher is powered by a 7.5 kW motor

grain before crushing

grain after the crushing process
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Plough for professionals
for winter road maintenance
The Rolmako snow-plough is a heavy class plough designed
to work with agricultural tractor equipped with front TPH.
It is used for clearing public roads, parking lots and all paved
and unpaved road surfaces. The plough is also very useful
in forming silage piles and pushing (e.g. manure). It is able to
carry loads up to 12,5 ton and the forces acting on the
plough.

Take removing snow professionally!
Trouble-free and safe overcoming
of the road obstacles by swinging
ploughshares on springs.

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

www.flickr.com/rolmako

Ploughshare protection
The plough is equipped with overload protection, the
ploughshare during a raid on the curb, well or other
obstacle, compresses the spring and deflects.
This solution in the first phase allows for amortization of
hitting an obstacle hidden under a layer of snow with a
height of not more than 120mm, then changing the blade
angle to a negative value and allows the plough to slip
through over the obstacle.

The tracking system of a land, based on swinging
suspension with a rubber shock absorber, allows for
deflection in accordance with a lay of the land.

more on www.rolmako.com

Advantages of the Rolmako snow plough:
- plough share of a thickness of 50mm and a height
of 250mm (much abrasion surface)
- high wings of the plough (1.2m), the profile guarantees
good accumulation of snow
- double chromed hydraulic cylinders for work
in difficult conditions
- solid construction, the plough can easily work
with large tractors.

The closed position towards the center of the plough is
useful when a lot of snow is accumulated.

Thanks to the use of materials of the highest quality, the
Rolmako plough is hard and durable. Central pin, an
essential joint of the wings with the central body, are
exceptionally strong to withstand frequent changes of
position. The wings and the position of the plough share are
designed to easy snow remove, even at low speeds.

HARDOX
As an option, to the plough can be mounted variable screw for adjustment of working height of the snow-clearing plough share.
The machine can be optionally equipped with a hardox skids, supporting wheels or Kuper skids, which extend the lifetime of the plowshare.

more on www.rolmako.com

Extremely strong snow ploughs

The shock-absorber protecting the plough share
The plough share without a shock-absorber clearly shows
signs of wear in the collision points with the street kerb. The
Rolmako snow ploughs as standard are equipped with
element that protects the plough share when working near
kerbs. The absorber significantly extends the working life of
the snow plough share.

The constructors of the Rolmako snow plough took into account
its coupling with the high-power tractors up to 350 hp
The Blickle wheels are made of the highest quality of rubber
compound. The wheels have a diameter of 250mm, are
characterized by high load capacity, durability and high
quality of workmanship.

The Rolmako plough clears the streets of the city relatively quietly
and without greater load for the vehicle to which it is connected

more on www.rolmako.com

All working positions in one snow plough:
shoving aside, V shoving in, right or left one-sided

V
The Kuper slide is a runner of the highest durability, it is a
combination of steel, rubber and corundum. Compared to
conventional steel slides, it has much greater working life
(up to 300 % better abrasion resistance).

Where is much clearing of snow and no time for replacements
of used parts, there can be used optional plough shares made
of the Hardox steel 20mm thick.
When it comes to farms, the rigid Hardox sweeping board
facilitates the creation of silage piles and removal-sweeping of
the manure.

The plough is designed primarily for urban use, where narrow
streets and parking lots are difficult for snow removal due
to parked vehicles. Width of the plough can be adjusted in order
to best match the spatial conditions in which it will work.

The Rolmako snow ploughs have variable, controlled geometry of the wings.
These are versatile machines for use in a variety of conditions.

more on www.rolmako.com

When others are counting on you,
you always can count on your snow plough
Rolmako heavy-class plough
- for snow removal
- for silage piles preparation
- for earthworks
Standard equipment
- land copying system
- lever-spring mechanism with adjustable ploughshare
deflection force
- any working position within ± 58 °
- 4-piece ploughshare scraper
- control panel with 12V plug for cigarette lighter socket
- contour lighting

Your snow removal equipment
must meet every challenge

Strength, efficiency, versatility

Technical parameters

The main advantage of the Rolmako ploughs is their versatility. The wings of the plough can be set at any angle, allowing for a high level of adaptation to the current
situation in order to ensure optimal performance of snow removal. Changing the set of the plough wing allows for significant extend of the area of application.

Working width (m)
Twist of the ploughshare
Weight (kg)

3

3.3
58°

740

800

The standard machine is equipped with flexible, rubber
scraper bar, divided into four segments, torsion working unit
with a smooth adjustment in the range of 58 degrees and
spring overload protection, that makes the machine resistant
to surface unevenness and obstacles met in the snow. The
machine equipped with a metal slat can be used for light
digging work and evening dirt roads.

Concave high wing of the
plough does not allow for the
loss of snow, can take a lot
of snow at once, and therefore
guarantee a quick and efficient
snow removal.
The plough is based on
a strong central body to which
the wings are mounted with
hydraulic adjustment.
Their clever design with many
reinforcements makes the
plough a reliable tool for
removing snow in all
conditions.

If there is a need to move large amounts
of snow quickly and efficiently,
for a professional the choice is clear:
the Rolmako snowplough.

Simple, convenient plough
steering system by remote
control.

A rubber ploughshare retains flexibility and strength at low
temperatures, it is resistant to impact and snow sticking.
The working element is divided into four sections, each part
of the ploughshare operates independently from the others,
which reduces stress.

The hydraulic components of proven and reputable
manufacturers were used to build the machines.

Show the snow where its place is
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Higher efficiency level and higher profitability

The Rolmako snow plows many times have proved their usefulness and reliability, making it an essential tool for utility companies
dealing with winter road maintenance. Performance, durability and ease of use - all that allows you to save time, reducing the costs
connected with snow removal. Each time you perform this service, preparing for use a road of an important communicational value,
you have to be sure that the snow plow does a good job and on time.

Winter roads, parking and maneuvering grounds maintenance specialist

To the companies specialized in agricultural equipment sales
who want to expand their range of high quality agricultural
equipment we offer the opportunity of cooperation as a
Business Partner of our company. All our machines meet the
European Union standards and all safety requirements.

Sales policy in the world

Sales policy in the world
- dynamic development of a dealer network
- clear purchase programs for regular customers
- marketing support for our dealers
- product training and equipment presentations
- professional product service based on the quality
management system ISO 9001:2008.

new factory sections

5000 m2
Rolmako in numbers
Production plant occupies the area of 3.2 hectares including
9500m2 of factory shops. The company currently employs
more than 150 production workers. The Rolmako company
can produce more than 2000 agricultural machinery a year,
much of the production is exported to the dozens of countries
all around the world. Dynamic development of the company
in the field of agricultural machinery and equipment, is
possible thanks to the commitment of the working staff and
the company's modern production methods.

To our Clients we guarantee:
- transparent cooperation conditions
- reliable quality of our machines
- on time deliveries
- the continued availability of spare parts
- professional and friendly service
- realization of individual orders by customer guidelines.
Customer guidelines
- competitive product prices
- favorable commission terms
- loyalty and selling support
- marketing support.

www.pinterest.com/rolmako

www.flickr.com/rolmako

The main element of our sales' strategy is a solid dealer network,
care and the development of close partnership relations with our distributors

Research and product development
Before putting into production all the Rolmako agricultural
machines are subject to numerous working trials in the field.
Own construction office and modern CAD d
 esign tools help
us in solving many problems at the design stage, the most
important for us is a test in the field and farmers' positive
feedback concerning the work of our new products. It takes a
long time before the machine achieves the characteristic for
the company blue color, and fully completed goes to the
Customer.

Sales of agricultural machinery is realized only through the trade partners
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The modeling of machines in the 3D system and the comprehensive
analysis of the structure, allow us to get quickly the optimized
solution in terms of durability and strength

Quality and efficient welding of construction units
The welding robot is used by Rolmako in repetition work,
where the high quality, repeatability of welds and reliability of
work are demanded.

Unusual orders
On special request, our company can undertake the
modernization and improvement of the equipment from other
manufacturers. The CAD modern design tools give us great
opportunities to solve many problems at the design stage. In
the picture you see the developed machine with added
drawbar, the transport trailer and the coupler for the drill.

The strongest agricultural structures
Heat treatment of agricultural machinery parts
Machinery components, which are subjected to constant wear
and have an influence on the life of the machine are subject to
a hardening treatment.

Rolmako cooperates with reliable manufacturers of iron cast,
power-hydraulics, springs, rubber products.

High-quality steel

The Rolmako agricultural machinery are produced
with a great care in selection of the relevant steel products,
they are manufactured exclusively of structural steel of
premium strength. Richly equipped machinery allow us to
make processing of these materials - cutting metal sheets
using laser, plasma and gas processing, bending and
stamping on 2000 tons presses of pressure. All this makes it
possible to produce machine components of high quality
metal sheets and profiles.

500/50-17
400/60-15.5
10.0/75-15.3
195/65 R15
Depending on the weight and the conditions Rolmako
machines are offered with different types of tyres.

The materials used for the production of Rolmako machinery:
- thick profiles and structural metal sheets
S355 with increased durability
- fine-grained metal sheets S420MC
- friction-resistant steel Hardox and Raex
- C45 carbon steel for thermal improvement
- metal sheets for precise laser processing.

All parts of the Rolmako machines are covered with powder
coating. The company has three painting departments for
coating, that gives us great flexibility and efficiency in the
execution of the orders.
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To the production our company has implemented a robotic welding
of the constructions and of the steel components in a gas cover (CO2, argon).
This significantly influences on the production's efficiency and quality
of manufactured parts for agricultural machinery.
The precision of performed welding operations considerably
exceeds the precision of a human's work.

The profiles are cut on precise CNC band saws.

Laser technology
The use of laser for metal sheets' processing guarantees that
the Rolmako agricultural machinery customers get highly
esthetic elements, that fit perfectly and are always repeatable
in production.

The welding station is equipped with two rotary tables with a
capacity of 1500 kg and a vertical axis of exchange positions,
welding range 3500mm x 1600mm.
Advantages of welding with MOTOMAN robots
- high-quality welding joints
- weld repeatability ± 0.1mm
(joint's location and dimensions)
- higher than before the agricultural machinery elements
quality and precision of realization
- increasing of productivity in a welding workshop.

Design department
Rolmako staff is constantly working on new technical
solutions, that ensure the continuous development of
manufactured agricultural machinery.
With SolidWorks software, we are able to perform complex
composite structures starting from the design and
visualization, till to the execution in our manufacturing plant.

Robotic welding
MOTOMAN

Sample details undergone qualitative laser treatment by the
TRUMPF machine of 5 kW capacity.
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Genuine spare parts are guarantee of a long service

Our
partners
When purchasing original spare parts from
Rolmako, you can be rest assured that you
will receive high quality products. Genuine
replacement components have the same
performance standards, such as those
supplied with the new machines, ensuring:
durability, safety and long service life.
All of the parts have been designed
for optimal performance of our machines
and only original components can guarantee
their top quality.
Rolmako machines for agriculture are
designed with the user and trouble-free daily
exploitation in mind, so by buying the machine
you will not have any problems with the
availability of the most popular spare parts.
It is important that the Rolmako products
use high-quality components from renowned
manufacturers recommended by the company.

more at www.rolmako.com
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Spare parts for foreign combine harvesters
Production of the
agricultural machinery parts
Our company is specialized in the production of
agricultural machinery spare parts popular on the Polish
market. More than 20 years of experience and highly
qualified staff confirm the highest quality of parts and
ensure that we are reliable partners. Manufactured
spare parts are assortment matching the range of the
most common machines in Poland and at the same
time showcase of our capabilities. The potential of
technology allows us to produce spare parts for specific
customer requirements based on example or
documentation.

louvered sieves
safe and optimal
cleaning result

concaves
robust and durable
concaves for grain
and maize

grain pans
high resistance
to corrosion thanks to
the galvanized floor

Over 20 years experience
in the production
of parts for the
Polish agriculture
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Preparation of details for painting
Shot blasting is the process of cleaning metal surfaces.
This prepares the surface for painting, galvanizing or other
processes, thus ensuring greater stability of following
processes. We have a blasting chamber with dimensions
of (L x W x H) 7m x 4m x 5m.

Services
We provide support concerning optimum technology preparation
and specific service rendering.

Powder coating
We pay particular attention to the preparation of items before
painting. All metal parts of the machines manufactured by us are
subjected to blasting treatment. This preparation ensures longterm durability of painted surfaces. The system of elements'
transportation does not allow for dirt nor damage of previously
applied protective layers.

Following machining services are possible with our fleet
of machines:
- Sheet metal laser cutting of 5 kW power
- CNC plasma burning of metal plates up to 200 mm thick
- cutting on band-saw
- bending on CNC press brake
- cutting on CNC guillotine up to 10mm
- plastic working on hydraulic and eccentric presses
(2000 tons pressure)
- automated robot welding
- metal surface cleaning with grit blasting machine
- powder painting
- heat sealing, drilling, turning, milling and others.
CNC plasma burning
We offer services on plasma burning machine (metal plates
with thickness of 200 mm, sheets with dimensions of 2000x4000
mm). This technology allows to achieve details of any shape.
We realize orders on the basis of design or technical drawing.
Toothed and chain wheels
The toothed and chain wheels manufactured in our factory are
made b
 asing on the supplied documentation, design or we carry
out measurements and conversion so that the product meets
your expectations.

When you need
something more
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Plasma,
gas and laser cutting
Laser cutting of metal sheets
The Rolmako agricultural machinery is produced by using
the most modern equipment for metal sheets' processing.
Up-to-date cutting equipment provide the most
comprehensive, accurate and efficient cutting of
workpieces of any shape. The processing technologies of
metal sheets used by us, allow to achieve accuracy within
+ / - 0.1mm, guarantee the repeatability of the agricultural
machinery production and its parts.

100% repeatability,
precise shapes,
smooth edges

Laser technology

Laser cutting services
We offer precise cutting of intricate shapes and, at the same
time, production of a high quality cut edges and
unprecedented repeatability. Your orders are prepared with
the help of specialized software TruTops that allows us to
obtain an optimal placing of parts on a sheet and reduce the
amount of wastes.
Thickness range of cut metal sheets:
- Black steel up to 25 mm
- Stainless steel up to 20 mm
- Aluminum up to 12 mm.

Cutting and bending
of metal sheets
The usage of laser technology for the production of agricultural
machinery enables to make cutting in the plates of hard genre,
where punching with simple chipping method is difficult and
expensive. Reducing the cost of production enables us to
provide the final product at affordable prices, holding true its
high quality.
Machinery for metal sheets cutting:
- TRUMPF laser with a power of 5 kW
- Plasma - gas burner CNC PIERCE
- Plasma burner CNC Nessap.
Due to flexibility and feasibility of different needs in the field of
metal sheets' processing, we can cope with any tasks of our
Client.

Professional center of metal sheets cutting

more on www.rolmako.com

Your vendor of products Rolmako
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P.H.U.T.P. Rolmako
Factory No. 1 - ul. Gwarna 8
Factory No. 2 - ul. Nekielska 11 F
Psary Małe k. Wrześni
62-300 Września, woj wielkopolskie
tel. (+48 61) 438 87 35
mobile (+48) 608 479 817, (+48) 604 520 342
fax. (+48 61) 437 39 16
e-mail: rolmako@rolmako.pl

Many years of experience in the agricultural industry

GRANTS FOR INNOVATION
PROJECT CO-FINANCED BY THE EUROPEAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FUND UNDER OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME INNOVATIVE ECONOMY

The policy of our company assumes constant development of our products, specifications and versions of the machines may be different from those described in this publication.
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